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FOREWORD

Computer applications are increasing in research, business, and industry to
the point where their effects impact alyost daily on the rives of'people.
More recent advances'have drastically reduced costs to make the computer
available for use in small businesses, recreation, and even the home. This
guide is an effort, to provide direction for a computer literacy program in
which all students in Grades K-6 can'gain experiences to meet the requirements
needed to understand and utitize computerized equipment and technology.

The guide.is designed to help the classroom teacher choose materials and
activities for students in implementing computer literacy. The Exploratory
Computer Literacy Curriculum Guide is offered in the beginning stages of
Computer Literacy and thus will undergo periodic revision. Because 'of the
dynamic nature of computer technology and computer education, users must
remain alert to evcOving trends bath locally and nationally. The Bibliography
appearing in Appendix E provides sources of further inforMation.

We hope that all elementary teachers and principals will find this guide
useful for initiating and directing computer literacy programs in their
classrooms and schools.

Fr ncis M. Hatanaka, Acting Superintendent
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Introduction

Computer Literacy brings a new challenge to the schools of.Hawaii b cause it
involyes the study of an emerging technology.' This guide is designe to offer
direction for teachers and administrators in the development of a computer
literacy program for grades. 1( through 6. The literacy program outlined will
provide a foundation on which schools can design a program for student
development of an understanding ang appreciation of computers in our society.

The intent of the exploratory component of computer literacy is- to develop an
.awareness, appreciation, and understanding of the functions aiid impact of
..computers in daily life. This component is a thematic area of the curriculum
in that its instruction is delivered through more than one subject.
Instructional areas' addressed in the Activities Chart are career education,'
language arts, mathematics, social studies, and science.

The foundation work for the exploratory component of computer literacy was
undertaken by an advisory group of teachers and educational specialists from
local schools and colleges who defined the rationale, goals, and objectives of
the program in the Computer Literac Fr mework Exllorator Com onent which
is the basi Vor this guide. e ramewor proviles t e curr Cu ar goals,
objectives, nd benchmark performance expectations for Grades 3, 6, 8 and 12
used to formulate this K-6 guide. A secondary guide has also been developed
for grades seven through twelve. Therefore, students will be able to continue
their computer literacy awareness in'the secondary schools.

.1L
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Computer Literacy Components

There are three components of Hawiii's Computer Litiracy Program: an'

exploratory component, a.computer science component' and a vocational-technical
componeht. The computer science and vocational - technical components are
intended or secondary school use only, while the'exploratory component is to

isi

be used a both elementary and secondary levels. This gufde deals with-the
explorato component of Computer Literacy for grades' K.6.'

. .

The exploratory component of Computer_Literacylaims to develop computer
literate students who can function in a society where contact with computers
is becoming a daily necessity. For purposes of setting educational standards,
students who are computer literate are those who have an awareness,
appreciation and understanding of the functions of computers and their impact
on daily lifd; feel confident in using computers; have a knowledge of how
omputers can \be used as a tool for problem solving and decision making;
recognize the limitations as well as the usefulness of computers in advancing
human welfare; and recognize the educational and career oppoistunities related
to the specific and general uses of the computer.

. .

Thematic Nature of the Exploratory Component

The exploratory component of Computer Literacy is .a thematic area Wthe
curriculum. Thematic areas embrace subject matter that.is appropriately
embedded in more than one of the existing subjects of the school. For )

example, Computer Literacy is embedded in traditional mathematics, science, /

social studies, vocational education and language arts. It is also embedded
in other thematic areas; for example, career education and environmental
education. Computer Literacy will be taught as a,subcomponent of these
subjects and will gain its identity thi.ough study of compute' use in the
knowledge arena of these subjects.

Foundations of the Guide

The exploratory component of Computer Literacy introduces computers into the
school curriculum with minimum disruption of current programs. Computer
Literacy was pioneered by groups such as Minnesota Educational Computing
Consortium and the Department of Computer Science, California State University
at Chico. The National Council'of Teachers of Mathematics was also
instrumental in raising the awareness of the nation's schools for the need to
introduce Computer Literacy into the school curriculum through its paper,
Agenda for Action, Recommendations for School Mathematics of the 19801.s. In

this paper, the Council takes the strong stand that mathematics programst
should take full advantage of the power of. calculators and computers it all
grade levels..." It goes on to.say, "A.computer literacy course,
familiarizing the student with the role and viewpoint of the computer, should
be part of the general education of every student."

In 1980, planning was begun in Hawaii to prepare for the inclusion of Computer
Literacy in the curriculum. Because of its thematic, nature, the program
dictated that specialists from most of the major subject matter areas provide
input into the State'Plan. Wucational specialists and teachers from
elementary, high school and collegesin the private and public sectors were
drawn together as an advisory group. Their charge was to formulate a

-2- 8
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framework for the Exploratory Component of Computer Literacy for grades K-12.
This CompUter Literaty Framework, hereafter called Framework, provides the
foundation, for the present guide.' ,11

The Computer Literacy. Framework (see Appendix A)

The Framework identifies the curricular objectives and the benchmark
performance expectations related-to the State Plan for Computers in Education.
It provides the basic structure for the exploratory component. of Computer
Literacy. -The bpachmark performance expectations are statements of competence
that students are expected to-attafn at various benchmarks -,in grades 3, 6, 8
and 12. They are written in_the form of demonstrable behavior that requels
an application of knowledge, skills or attitudes.

The Guide Rationale
b

The teacher who incorporates Computer Literacy into. he classroom willgaiii a
new set of instructional alternatives. The computef can be a patient
non-judgmental tutor for the slower student and a quick-responding,
multi-faceted problem solver for the exceptional student. It can be used'as
an incentive, a diversion, an aid and a source of instruction.

This guide.attempts,to give teachers direction so that the computer is, not
used in only one category. There are performance expectaVions,that require
skill and knowledge so that the computer will not be relegated to bei g just a
toy. And there are performance expectat
and experimelption so that the computer
unrelenting drillmaster. The guide gives
latitude for exploration, experimentation and

ns that call foe positive attitudes
ill not be turned into an

ction while giving enough
ndividual growth.

A
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Curriculum Description

Several questions must be addressed for the classroom implementation of
computer literacy: (1) Where in the curriculum will this new-program be
placed? (2) Which instructional modes will be involved? (3) What teaching
methodology will be used?

A

Curriculum Relationships
/

Because of the thematic nature of Computer Literacy *the elementary component
is lodged tn.both its own curriculum space as welhas that of existing
instructional- areas... principally mathematics, science, social science,

--language arts and career education.

Mathematics. The Mathematics Program Guide includes 'understanding the uses
and lietations'of modern technological advihces such as computerization," in
the commedtary on the second of its four goals. Goal 2-reads: "Develop
understanding of the importance- and relevance of mathematics historically and
in the world today."

-

The concept of computer literacy is furthir endorsed in the statement of Ten
Basic Skill Areas appended to the Mathematics Program Guide.

Comguter Literacy has been a concern of the mathematics community for many
years. The computer is a major tool of tdday's mathematician, and
mathematicians have contributed to each step` of its evolution. Therefore it
is not surprising that computer programs for the delivery of each of the major
topics of the mathematics guide (numbers, operations, geometry, measurement
and problem solving) are available in computer software or can, with little
effort, be put into a computer delivery format.

For the teacher looking to incorporate the user component of computer literacy
into the classroom; mathematics provides ,many opportunities and is heavily
drawn upon in this guide.

Science. The Elementary Science Curriculum Guide incorporates a variety of
statements in its goal and objectives structure that support the intent of
computer literacy. The one most encompassing objective reads:

)\ "Facilitate the students ability to use scientific
owledge, processei, instrpments and language .

to clarify values, examine issues, solve problems in
fulfilling personal, social and career life roles."

Within the scientific community the computer has become an essential tool in
data analysis 4pd hypothesis and model generation tince'the 1950's. It has
become so versatile that applications are found in almost every modern
scientific laboratory. As a tool, the computer functions to enhance the basic
informational processing capacity of the scientist. In keeping with this

-4- 10
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trend throughout the Science Curriculum Guide, the process skills of science
are emphasized.. 11s' are:

pbserving,
clasgifying

- measuring A

using space-time relationships
collecting and alialyzling data

graphing
inferring and predicting
model building
using equipment
.using scientific vocabulary
communicating
thinking

- ,P

SOftware has been or can be readily6generited to facilitate' development' of

Language Arts'. Computer applications in word processing and information
storage have created a revolution'in business and industry that is now
spilling over fnto:the operation and management of,the home. More and more
students come from homes where a computer is as much a part of the furniture' ,
as is the, radio, TV, telephone and electric lamp. More and more students are

coming to school with assignments compoidd at the 4ofputer keyboard:

Computers have long since invaded the realm of literature. The science .

fiction/futuristic literature is filled with computer references and this
literature is a natural source of valuable commentary on the power and .
limitations of computers.

Social Science.. Computers are as much a tool of the social scientist as the

physical or biological scientist. Wherever collection, storage; retrieval or

analytical of large aunts of information is necessary, the
computer is being used.

Computers'are having, and 41 have, more powerful effects on society and
individuals than anyone can imagine or predict. Our hope for making wise and #,

beneficial use of technology an avoiding some of,the pOtentjal disasters is
to have.an educated citizenr th an attitude of responsibility dnd a sense

of control. Thus the impact o computer technology on society is a continuing
topic of, study and conjecture by the social science community.

Career Education. Since work with computers in 'one form or another is now
oWfhlPrreqUirement for much of the nation's work force, it is obvious,'
that the career education programs must incorporate such information.
Materials exist in tins area and are being fAeguldrly updated.

\ Instructional-Modi
;

f . f .

e 4

It is recognized that students will gain knowledge.of,computers through

several modes or methods of instruction. Four categories of instructional
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modes will be used in theAlassroom. Three involve use 'of computers. 'The four
.categoriescategores are: .

. ''

the computer,as a tutor,
the computer as a tutee,
'thethe computer as a tool,

7 the computer as atopic.

The computer as a tutor includes methods of instruction *sil& use the
computer to guide a student through a lesson. These include:

Drill and practice
o- Games and Simulation
o' Testing and Response

Tutorial instruction

4- The computer as a tutee includes 'methods.of instruction using-computer 4t '1

programming situations wherein the computer is instructed by the students in
how to perform. These include:- °a

Programming . .

Flowcharting
Algorithm Construction

11 Problem Solving

The computer as a tool includes methods cilksing the computer to provide a
service to the stildent. It acts as-an instructional aid. Many of these are
teacher management use from which the students receive direct output. In r
'others, students use the computer as a simple processing device as they would
a calculator or a typewriter. These modes include:

Test Scoring
o. Attendance"-

Curriculum Material Generation
Grade Keeping.
Material Management
'Communicatidns
Data PriOcessing
MordProcessing

The computer as a topic deals with instruction in the mechanics of computers
and how computers'Tunction and impact on arenas of science, technology and
edutation as well as daily life. These facets include studies .of the:

."

0

,Stucture and functions of computers as machines
History Of the computer.
Career opportunities. in computers
Social impact of the computer
Value of the computer to self and society
Uses of the compfter.in society.

I

I

-6.12
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Use of InstrUctionalModes
Alm

. ,

To meetthapiComptiter Literacy performance expectations, these, various
instructional modes wili be used. . Under some circumstances only one
partidular kind of thstructional mOde will be: needed to eqsure-that an
expectation mill be met.* For -example,. to-me4ta, the. thlrd Oftde expectation,

."The: student identifies. the tnpUt and output units," it will be necessary-to
have some instruction about the "structure and function of'computers.as.
madhines." *It will. require 'that .the computer bi,a topic of study.

, .

jUndet other circumstances ;there will be several modes:Of instruction available
to meet (he expectation: for example, to meet thOth grade. expectation,'"Thee
student experiments with progrims as a user,". the are threelmodes of
instruction available. The student can experimeWwith OR-prams delivered by
a tutor model, a tutee mode or a't001 mode. .The.atekher may use any,or all of
the modes of.inktruction to provide the student with the learning 'experience:
necessary to:satisfy.the expectation.

InstallitioWof the Computer Literacy Program
. .

..
,

grasof Computer. Literacy is installed th a.Classroom is,painly
de ed by the amount of access to computers and software. TOW

. sitp ions. will be faced by schoolsrand teachers installing a literacy
...program. Situation 1, no computer is available; Situation 2, there is limited

n
i

access to
alloprohabeitmostmteachers wis ing to install.a compyter literacy program/1

,pi.. ters, 4 44ationp 3, there is unlimited access to computers,

will have ev t plc with Sitiationi2.
. ,

4
u

' Situation 1 - no computer available. The feather facing a situation,where no
computer tan be used with children can still teach certain elements of the .

literacy program. In this case, the comouter can be studied as a topiC. A
,schematic showing the performance objectiOes is found in the Scope and
Sequence Chart. Materials in the form of books.and audioivisui)s &exist to
support'suchstudies. Further, activities Which require no comOuter and still
aollow for the meeting of all but those objectives explicitly tied to computer*
use are suggested in the Activities Chart. 1

The user of thi's guide, however, should note that a program with no computer
'access is most extensively supported with materials approOriate for grade3
(and above. This should not prevent kindergarten and primary teachers from
introducing certain computer concepts.

Situation 2 - limited availability of computer. Most teachers will find
themselves in Situation 2. Because,computer availakility will differ from
tchool to school, a determination will have to be midi' as to how much actual
time a student can interact with the computer.

Whatever the case maybe, i t-is suggested that the. teacher, honor the thematic
'nature of computer literacy and teach the program whereverpossible in the
.context of the,existing instructional areas. Such programs willplace the
utility nature of the.computer.in proper perspective. The student should
always see the computer as a tool that they can use in tbeir everyday life.

I
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Situation 3 - unlimi use of c , , rs. When the school irogram shifts
.

heavily fnto computer .4e4feaucat on, an area of concern'U the assurance
that the computer is,adequiteTy dealt with is q;topic of study. 'Many of the-
performance expectattons of the taxonomy are intuitively explored through'
involvement with the ...uter. tiowever, a fulleri cognitive understandthg,will
develop only when the student conceptualizes Oppritions, interactions,
funttions, etc., in

-

.conthe of the study of the natgre and impact of the
computer,

,

A

0

4

9

.
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Curriculum Guidelines

'The guidelines fn. the development of the content of Computer Literacy 'are
included in.the following sections; The Taxonomy of Objectives which provides
,a complete statement of the objectives of tile Computer Literacy program; The
'Performance kxpectations foiComputer Literacy which provide the behaviipar"
standards foe:the program; The Scope and Sequence Chart which identifies the
grade level enter point for Content to meet performance expectations;
Hodes Of Instruction which describes how the Computer Literacy prOgrim can be
delivered;. and The Activities Chart whicholists activities that 411 help.to'
meet Performance Expectations.

The Activities.Chart will probably be the most used section of this Wide.
The following descriptions of the Taxonomy, Performance Expectations and the
Scope and Sequence Chart are important for the understanding of the Activities
Chart.

The Taxonomy_of Oblectives

The. Taxonomy of Objectives was derived from the Computer Literacyfamemork.
(See Appendix A.)

.

'The Taxonomy, is an analnical outline of the Framework has these design
features:

I. Goals are listed and broken into primary objectives which are reduced to
performance expectations.

Objectives are Aimed so that they can be used to identify relevant
classroom materialt.

The numerical identification system is designid to accept expansion aNN,
.'dbntraction of goals and objectives as experience requires.

The numeric system of the Taxonomy consists of one-, two- and threelidiiii
numbers each separated by decimal points. The first digit always stands for
the general goals whether it stands by itself or'in.a two- or three-digit
number. Likewise, the second digit always stands For the objeCtives and the
third digit stands for the performance expectations.

The coding of the Taxonomy can be expanded by adding numbers at the
appropriate decimal position. For example, there are presently' 5 goals
covered in the K-5 Framework. If it was necessary to add a sixth goal it
could'easily be inserted by adding another section thatiwouTd start with the
number six, listing the objectives and expectations below in the prescribed
decimal position. Deletions can be made by diapping any goal, objective or
expectation that is no longer needed. If an entry is deleted, all subordinate
entries mustle deleted and the numbering of non- subordinate entries adjusted.

15
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Use of the Taxonomy's numeric-system is found'in all the instruments

common basis for identification of literacy components. It is used i

Performance Expectations Chart, tie Activities Chart and the Scope an

Sequence Chart..

Taxonomy for amputer Literacy Framework

GOALS: e student. will feel confident about using tomputers.:
..

o give a
the

The student will know,how the computer can be used as a tool for

. problem-solving and decision- making r

The student will be aware of, appreciate and understand the functions

and impact of c uters in pily'life.
. . ,
. 4

The student will recognize the limitatiqps as well as the usefune4
.

of computer (science) technology in advancing human welfare. ,e

The student will reeognize educational and career opportunities

related to the specific. and general uses,slapplications} of computers.
Or.

'1. The student will feel confident about usivrcoMputers.
(Demonstration of confidence implies ability to use the computer.)

1.1. ; Interact With a prepackaged computet program.

1'.1.1. The student recognizes that a computer needs tintructiOns to operate.

1.1.2., The student reads computer instructions, keyboard and output.

1.1.3, The student uses basic control keys and commands.

1.1.4. The student selects and uses appropriate written resources (e.g.,

handouts, manuals) for operating the computer.
,

1 The student experiments with programs as a user.

1.1.6. The student takes appropriate action in response to error messages in

using prepackaged programs.-

1.2. Identify the need for informationito be Ccessed according to a set

of _predefined computer. rules: organized, coded, given meaning and

'transmitted.

1.2.1. The student

1.2.2. The siudint
,processing,

1.2.3. The student

gives reasons for processing information,

identifies the structural components of inforniation

e.g., organizing, coding, processing and reporting.

sequences the steps required in -a process.

-10-
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1.2.41 The student recognizes that computers process information by
searching, sorting, deleting, updating,, summarizing, storing, etc.

1.3. Given a simple algorithm/flowchart explain whatit accomplishes,
i.e., interpret, generalize, and discuss applications.

The student interprets a-simple algorithm/flIrchart

The student generalizes how in algorithm/flowchar0

The stUdent discusses the applicatioris of algorikhms/flowcharts:

Identify the fact that we communicate' with couters through specifit.4
syiols and words.

p

The student recogniies thatirogramminglanguages are used td give
the domputer instructions.

The student recognizes words or symbols that operate the computer.

Develop; positive attitudes and behaviors toward comOutdrs.

1.5.1. The student demonstrate* positive.behaviors and attitudes towards
computers by seeking, work or play with computers.

1.5.2. The student demonstrates.positive behaviors and attitudes toward
computers by describing past experiences with computers with positive
affect words like fun; challengingetc.

2. The student will know how the computer can be used as a tool for
problem solving and decision making.

2.1. Uses computerized "information systems (computer .or computer system)
to solve simple problems and make decisions.

2.1.1. The student uses the computer to assist in decision making.

2.1.2. The student translates a simple algorithm/flowchart into a program.

2.1.3. The student develops an algorithm for solying a specific problem

and/or to solve a set of similar problems.

2.1.4. The student-describes how'computers can assist in problem solving and
decision making.

- 3. The student will be aware of, appreciate and understand the functions
and impactlbf computers in daily 3ife.

. 3.1. Identification and description of basic operations of computer
systemi Including identification of input, memory, control,
arithmetic and output components.

-11-
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.
.3.1.1. The student identifies the.Input/Output peripherals.

3.1.2. The student describes the functions of theLlnput/Output and

Processing (control, memory, arithmetic/logitl components.

3.2. Recognitioliof data processing, process control, and information

storageind retrieval applications in business and industry,

government, education, health and social services,. recreation,

creative arts, etc.

3.2:1. The student identifies c.)-uter Applications in business and

industry, government, education, health and social services,

recreation, creative arts, etc.

3.3. . Recognition of how computers affect employment, public surveillance,

priyacy, of individuals, progress and culture, personalization/

impersonalization, regulatory and enforcement funptions, and daily

relationships, with people, agencies, organizations, etc.

3.3.1. The student values efficient information processing.

3.3.2. The student understands the advantages and disadvantages of mutt*
tasks.

f03.3.3.' The student appreciates theleconomic benefits of computerizatiooYfor

society. .

3.3.4. The student values increased communication and availability tf

information made possible through computer use.

3.3.5. The student understands that computers can be used to effect

distribution and use of economic and political power, in criminal and

other anti-social activities, to,change society in undesirable ways.

3.3.6. The student identifiei applications of computer science and

technology in medicine, law enforcement, education, engineering,

business, transportation, military, recreation, government, library,

and creative arts.

3.4. Recognition that technology differs from science in that the aim of

technology involves the means of building, and dbing useful:things

while the aim of science is the development of knowledge and

understInding.

3:4.1. The student knows haw electronic technology evolved.

4. The student will recognize the limitations as well as the usefulness

of computer (science) technology in advancing human welfare:

4.1. Recognize disadvantages of computers as tools, dependency,

limitations, cost, etc.

18



4.1.1.- The student lists at.least three limitations of computers in the
advancement .of human welfare.

4.2. Identify major applications of computers for information storage and
retrieval; simulation and.modeling, quality or process control; and
decision. making and problem solving.

4.2.1. The student describes how computers assist people in advancing human
welfare.

5.1..

The student w:111 recognize the educational and career opportunities
related to the specific and general(application) of computers.

Recdgnizes careers in Support Services.(e.gi, data entry, word
processing, computer operations°personnel) Technical. Services (e.g.,
programmer, analyst, data processor, equipment Maintenance and repair
personnel), Scientific Personnel (e.g., computer scientist,
electrical' engineer, computer engineer) in the community that involve
computers.

-5.1.1. The student identifie support service, technical and scientific
careers in the commu ty that involve computers. .

.

5.1.2. The'student identifies national, and international careers that
.iinvolve computers. .

f

5.2. ' Recognize, career opportunities related. to the specific and general
opportunities of the computer integratedliwith.other'careers.

5.2.1. The student compares educational. requirements and opportunities for
careers that involve computers.

a.

4



A

Performance Expectations

To set standards and provide evaluation guidelines, a set of'benchmark

expectations have-been written into the Computer Literacy Framework.

The performance exptctations are written in a form which calls for conduct

that can be volidatbd and which assumes-the application of knowledge, skills

and gttitudes. These expectations. provided the basis for developing the

'activities outlined in the guide. A list of the. performance expectations it--
foupd in-the chart,Lon the, following page and is alsb a part of the,original "4:

framework. (Appendix A)

Although this guide is limited to grades K-6, the FrameWork encompasses grades

K42. Much of the more advanced content introduced in the K-6 curriculum is

reinforced in the 7-12 curriculum.

1
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Scope and.sequence

The Scope-and Sequence Chart brings together three important pieces of
information and shows the inter-relationships among them. It.condenses the
taxonomy into short essential phrases. It shows the point at which
performance expectations are introduced: tested and reinforced, and.indicates
which modes of instruction will be used to teach the skills and/or Concepts
embedded in the performance expectations. The numeric system of the taxonomy
is listed on the left of the Scope and Sequence Chart. The one-digit numbers
are the general goals' and the two-digit numbers_ acre theltrimar$ obJect'ves.
Each performance expectation is indicated by a three-digit number and is
identified. with the grade level in which activities leading,to its achievement
is introduced. Introduction is shown'in light shading. Daek shading begins
with the grade at which the benchmark expectations are met. Continuance of
the dark shading in the grades beyond shows, a_ reinforcement of concepts and /or
skilli.
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Modes of.instruction.

The letteri within the shaded areas Stand for the mode or method of
instruction that will be used to tea he concept or skill. The "C" stands
for the computer as a topic", the;"1"ltands for "the computer as a tutee,
the.4" stands for "the tOiOuter/as a. tutor", and the "L" stands for "the
computer as a tool". (The lot letter of each phrase was used.)

as a topic" is a term describing the study.of.
nd their meaning to society. Content is present
idso.printed mgerials, field trips and lessons that
-1-6:tiaCti-ifie concepts. /
as t tutee" Is & term used to show that the computer
n from the student. This,is usually the case when

the student is programming the computer.
.

,

wir ... 'The computer as a tutor" is a term used to show,that the computer
ITthe instructor and giving directions to the student. This is-the case
when the student is using.the computer for drill and practice, simulation,
etc:

0

"C" ... "The tomputer
aiiPuters as devices
through audiovisual
do not need, a'compute

pis

E"

accept ng instruct

"L" ... "The computer.as a tool" is a term used to show that the computer
ii-being used as an aid in the classroom. This is the case Oen the
computer is used for listing grades or generating a test. <`,Z?



The Activities Chart
,

The Activities Chart lists general activities for each of the performance
expectations of the Taxonomy by grade levels. In the left-hand column are the
taxonomic numbers and descriptions. of the goal, primary objective and
performance expectations. 4'

Under this are listed activities that will help achieve these performance
expectations. *If a performance expectation is to be met at the grade 'level,
it is noted as that grade level benchmark (e..g., Grade 3 Benchmark).

The next five columns under "Instructional Areas" list the subject matter
areas: CA stands for Career Education, LA stands for Language arts, MA stands
for Mathematics, SJ stands for Science and SS stands 47 Socialicience. If a
letter is put into one'ot these columns it shows that this actively satisfies
the Instructional needs of that' subject. Usually more than.one column is
marked. This means' that the activity satisfied the instructional needs of
each of subject marked. The letters (C,E,R,L) appearing in the column '

identify the modes or methods of instruction tha-can be used in delivering
the activities. .

A Suggested Sample Activities Section follows, the activittes chart. Included
in this section are sample activities from which crassr00 teachers can
select. Also included are sample software and support materials that can be
incorporated into the lessoni.



ACTIVITIES CHART
KINDERGARTEN

GRADE' K

1. ,Feel Conf1diK4sout computer use.-

1.1. .Interact with comppter.

1.1.1. Recogniiecomputer instruct
IP

Use computer program with graphic or audio
instructions. Show students operating
procedures and have them respond by working. at
c4uter:.
Appropriate content: whole numbers,
measuremeilt, *geometric shape weather, letter
recognitiok* musical note recognition. found in
tutorial programs,-

Use.contre keys/commands.

Use a co:Outer program with graphic or audio
instructions. Show students operating
procedures and have them respond by operating
computer using control:keys and commands.
Appropriate content: whole,numbers,
measurements, geometric shapes, typewritingi
letter recognition, Musical note recognition
found in tutorial programs.

1.1.5. Experiment as a user.

Use a computer program with graphic or audio
instructions. After students have shown
ability to operate, allow them to experiment
with the graphics. .

Appropriate content: whole numbers, geometric
shapes, recording' weather, music, typewriting
found in tutorial programs.

1.5.1. Seek work/play with computers.

Use a computer program with giraphfc or audio
instructions in a game format.
Create a computer interest center.

tit
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ACTIVITIES CHART
KINDERGARTEN

GRADE K
1.5,1. con ft.

Allow students access as they show interest.
Appropriate content: whole numbers,
measurement,Aeometric shapes, music, word
games, riddles,. color discrimination, and
rhymes found in tutorial programs, .and simple
computer games.

1.5:2. Use-positive affect words.

Elicit student feelings about operating.
computers.
Defuse negative experiences by providing
adequate c.T.uter interaction time, individual,
group or teacher supported experience at
computer as needed.

Provide interaction with programs that student
identifies as fun.

3. Know computer functions/impact.

3.1. Identify and describes computer
operations.

3.1 1/: Identify input /output peripherals.

Identify the components of the computer
students will be using. Include: keyboard,
screen, tape recorder or disk drive, and
printer.
Give these names for quick communication.

33
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ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 1

GRADE 1

1. Feel confident about computer use.

1.1. . Interact with computers.

1.1.1. Recognize computer instruction.

Use computer pcograms with graphic or audio
and/or alpha-nfteric instructions.
Demonstrate orlhive students' work through self
instructional finvelslo gaih capacity to use,
the computer.
Discuss the fact that the students are
(telling) instructing thrcomputer in what to
do - to turn on, to display a menu, to run a
program, and to display studeht-responses.

- I

Note: computers are much like students; tell
them what to do, and if they are able to do
what they are told, they do it.
Appropriate content: whole numbers',

measurement, geometilc shapes, wepther,
discrimination of sounds, spellift,patterns,
musical note discrimination and games.

1.1.2. Read instructions, keyboard, and
output. . k

V

Use computer programs with alpha-numeric
instructions. Demonstrate or have students
work through self instructional fdrmats to gain
capacity to use program.
Have students read and.respond to,instructions
in program. '

Using keyboard, have. students read mid respond
to alpha-numeric output on screen or printer.
Appropriate content: whole numbers,
measurement, geometric shapes,- typewriting,
'letter discrimination; weather, spelling
patterns, alphabetizing, and games.

1

4
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ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 1

oa

GRADE 1

1.1.3. Use control keys/commands.

,Use computer programs operating out of standard
control keys (off/on, input, +, print, etc).
Present incrementally, adding one or two keys
with each program as mastery is evidenced.
Appropriate content: whole numbers,
measurement, lmometric shapes, phonetics and
typewriting.

1..5. Experiment as .a user.

Use open-ended'computer program which allows
students to generate own responses.
Provide opportunity to operate computers
individually or in small groups.
Appropriate content: whole numbers,
measurement, geometric shapes, rhymes, word
groupings, animal discrimination and games.

1.1.6. Respond to error messages.

Use prepackaged program that is delivered in a
tutor mode.

Show students error messages and how ,to
respond.
Have students practice response to error
message.
Appropriate content: whole numbers,
measurement, geometric shapes, riddles,
phonics, word recognition 1 and opposites.

1.5. Develop positive attitude/behavior.

1.5.1. Seek work/play with computer.

Use computei- programs that adv'ance the general,
instructional needs-of the class and,programs
that permit play. .

-24-
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ACTIVITIES D'ART
GRADE 1

GRADE 1
. con

Allow for independent or small groups use of
programs.
Safeguard equipment by a conscious regimen of
careful handling and .storage of equipment and
materials.
Appropriate content: measurement, mathematics,
music, games and rhymes.

1:5.2. Use positive affect words.

Provide an opportunity for students to discuss
their experience with the compupr.
Identify areas of concern and ptovide
ameliorating experiences.

Know computer functions/impact.

3.1.' Identify and describe computer
operations.

3.1.1. Identify input/output peripherals.

Provide students with names of the
computer system.
Make a board display with pictures
and output peripherals used in the
Have students identify peripherals
worksheet.

Co

parts of a

of 'the input
classroom.
on a
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ACTIVITIES CHART
1110 GRADE 2rt.--

c

GRADE 2

1. Feel confident about computer use

1.1. Interact with computer.

,1.1.1. Recognize:computer instruction.

Die programs that are'delivered in a tutor
'mode. Have students identify how they instruct
the computer in he various steps of use.
Appropriate content: whole numbers,
measurement, geometric shapes, weather,
spelling' patterns,. word recognition, graphics
and musical note discrimination.

Provide problems delivered in a tutee mode, for
example, LOGO. Have students show how they
instruct the computer to carryout the program.
Appropriate content:. whole numbers,
measurement, geometric shapest_graphics and
music.

1:1.2.. Read instruction, keyboard and output.

Use prograis delivered in a tutor mode. Have
students read aldpd instructions as they carry
them out. Have students read aloud outputs,
This can be done with a partner, or to the
teacher. Appropriate content: whole numbers,
measurement, geometric figures, spelling,
object identification, typewriting,
alphabetizing, weather and Oaphics.

Provide problem situations delivered in a tutee
mode, for example, LOGO. Have stbdents work in
pairs to read aloud and tartly out programming
instructions.

-26-
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GRADE 2.
121.f. ;pet.
Appropriate content: geometric figures,
graphing, and measurement.

1.1.3. Use control key/commands.

Use program deliVered in a tutor mode.
Have students work in pairs small groups
identifying control keys as they work.on
keyboard.
Have students' discuss the difference between
control keys and commands. .

Have students working in pelts or small groups
identify commands as they are used.
Ameopriate content: whole numbers,-
measurement, geometric figures,.object
identification, spelling, and typewriting.

Provide problem solving situation delivered in
tutee mode.
Have students work in small, groups to identify
the control keys and commands used in
instructing the vmpetier.
Appropriate content: Geometric figures,
graphing, measurement, graphics and music.

-1.1.5.. Experiment as a user.

ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE.2

Use programs that are delivered in a tutor
mode.
Allow students to devise alternate flays of
solving problems and performing operations.
Give students an opportunity to relate their
discoveries.
Appropriate _content: geometrii figures,

- measurement, graphing, weather, poetry, rhymes,
music, graphics and games.

1.1.6. Respond to error messages.

Use prepackaged program that is delivered in a
tutor mode.
Have,students read instructions to shape
response to error messages.
Appropriate content: whole numbers, geometric
shapes, spelling patterns, measurements-, and
phonics.



4

ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 2

GRADE 2.
. . 4 . con .

Provide prepackaged program in a tutee mode,
for ex le, LOGO. -Hame students respond to
oral/written instructions.
Appropilate content: whole Numbers, geometric
shapes, music, measurements,-graphics, object
identification, typewrittng spelling, and
graphing:

. 1.4. Identify methods of communication
with computer..

1.4:2. Operate with words and symbols.

Use pictures, films, etc., to show the computer
keyboard. Point out that we communicate (input
information) with the computer by using words
and symbols.
Use thq,students experience with tutor and
tutee 'programs to demonstrate the use of words
and symbol s, in order to make the computer
operate.
Appropriate content: computer functions, whole
numbers, geometric figures, measurements,
typewriting, and sentence structure.

.

1.5. Develop positive attitude/behavior.

1.5.1. Seek work/play with the computer.

Use programs presented in a tutor and tutee
mode.
Create a game atmosphere around use of program.
Provide for small group or individual
competition.
Use acceptanEe and support techniques' with shy

and nonaggressive students.
Use programs that address students by name.
Create computer interest center for stydents to
use during the day. Appropriate content: all

computer tutor delivered programs, including

games.
4

1.5.2. Use positive affect words.

INSTRUCTIOkAL
AREAS

tillIffillILLM11111111

t

Get student responses to programs on a regular
basis.

-28-.,
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ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 2

GRADE 2
1.5.2. con t.
Reinforde those that are positive by providing
adequate time on enjoyed tasks.
Defuse points attention: personalities,
.difficultieS in understanding and need for' ime
on machines. .

4
A ' 3, Know computer functions/impact.

3.1. Identify/describe computer.

. 4.1:1.10; ntify input/output peripherals.:

Ute pictures or actual machines to'id6tifithe
kinds of peripherals.
Identify input keyboards, disk;drives, tapes,

-"telephone line from main frame'vand touch.
screens

Identify output tapes, disks, telephone line,
main frame, screen and printer.
Define input-and outputt

4.2.: Recognize computer applicationt.

-4.2.1. Identify'applidations.

Identify computer applications from the school
and community:
Have students ask parents whether they work
with computers and if so, what kind of work do
the computers perform.
Identify the computers students be observed
in the community, schools, bank's'.:, g e
Make a list of what the computer%
Appropriate content: career educat
impact, the immediate community6.)-

5. Recognize education/career
opportunities.

,% ,t

5.1. RecOgniZe support/teanidaisctentlfic
careers.

ti
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ACTIVITIES CHART
A

GRADE 21

GRADE 2

5.1.1. Identify local service,parsonnel.

AREAS
k

Identify persons who work with computers in the

tocal-Communitx.
Have students interview-these ipdjviduals to
find out what theft career duties are like.
Take a, field trip to a local business. (bank,
telephone company, etc:4 and ask workers about
their Jobs.
:Get a - speaker who isib a computer career to
come to class mind ta!k about careers in
computers.
Have students makea report,on these careers.

,
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ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 3

GRADE 3

1. Feel confident about computer use.

,1.1. Interact with cci*OUter.

. Recognize compute-instrucpons..

the program delivered in a tutor mode
Have students write down the steps in Using a
program and;identify each step when they
instrutt .the Computer.-
Appropriate content: whole numberi,
measurement, decimals..fractiont, geometri
figures, problem solvingw'spellingl,object
identification, and classification.

. .

Provide programs delivered in 4 tutee mode, for
example, LOGO.. .

Have students make a bulletin board ditplay
shoving-bow they instruct .the computer. .

Appropriate content: Measurement', geometric
',figures, graphing, problem solving, music,
graphics And poetry. 7

Provide problems and programs.delivered in a
tutee and tutor diode'.
Have students dittust how using a computer as
an instructional device and.ossa device to be
programmed are different and similar.
Focus on the passive natUre'of computers
requiring'instruction Os-operation.
Appropriate content: *rsurement, geometric
figures, graphing, probleasolving music,
'graphics and poetry.
Grade 3 Benchmark '

O

1.1.2. Read instructions, Keyboards, output.

Ute programs that are delivered in a tutor
mode.
Have-students demonstrate capacity to read with
unders ding instructions (manuals,
worksheft, etc.). keyboard characters and
output (scree or printed), 'by carrying out the
Rrogram without assistance.
Appropriate content; - whole numbers, fractions,
decimals, geometric figures, measurement,
problem solving, spelling, sentence
recognition, phonics and typewriting.

.31.



ACTIMIES CHART
GRADE 3

GRADE 3
1.1.2. con't.
Provide problem situations appropriate for
tutee mode, for example, LOGO.
Have students work' from written instructions to
demonttratethorough; successfulicompletion of
the exercises, to their capacity to read
with understandingeinstruction computer keys,
and output.
Appropriate content: measuranent, geometric
figures, -graphing,. problen
inferring/predicting, weather end nutritfon.
Grade .3 'Benchmark

1.1,3. Use contrbl keys/commands.

Activity: 'Use programs that are delivered in a
tutor mode.
Have students work independently to demonstrate
capacity to use control keys and commands.
Have students carry out program demanding use
of control keys and commands.
Appropriate content: whole numbers,
measurement, fractions, decimals, geometric
figures,:spelling, object 'identification and
classification. '

Provide problem situations appropriate for .

tutee mode, for example, LOGO.
Have students work independently to demonstrate
capacity to use control keys and -commands.

Have them carry out the resolution of this
problem situation and then explain thei e of
control keys and commands.
Appropriate content; measurement, grap ng,

problem solving, inferring/predicting ather,

nutrition and grap)cs. I

Grade 3 Benchmark

1.1.4. Select/use written resources.

Use programs that are delivered in a tutor
mode.
Provideltudents with machine operating
instructions of different degrees of
completenew
Have studasits select materials according to
their perception of their capacity.
Have students use materials in carrying out
program.
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ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE3

GRADE 3
17174:
Appropriate content:. whole numbers,
measurement, fraCtions, decimals,.geometric
figures, spelling, object identification and
classification.

tProvide situations suitableffor use of a tutee
delivery mode.
Give students a selection of resource materials
which describe operating procedures.

.

Have students select resources according to
their perception of their needs.'
Appropriate content: graphing, 'measurement,
.problem solving, and inferring/predicting.

1.1.5. -Experiment as a user.

Use programs that are delivered in .a tutor
mode.

Provide students with situation where only
partial instructions are given -.where
operattons must be discovered by
experimentation.' Use group feedback to reduce
frustration and to identify alternative
operations.
Appropriate content: whole numbers,
measurement, fractions, decimals, geometric
figurest'spelling, Object identificatidn,
clatsification, and. games.

Provide a learning center where students can
select' programs for use or play.
Appropriate content: whole numbert,
measurement, fractions, decimals, geometric
figuresi spelling, object identification,
classification, and games.

Provide situations that accommodate tutee
delivering modes, for example, LOGO.
After students have some degree of mastery,
give an open ended situation in-which
operational steps must be found,.
Appropriate content: graphing, measurement,,Appropriate

solving, inferring/predicting,
nutrition, graphics and poetry.

-33-
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ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 3

GRADE

1.1.6. Respond to error messages.

Use prepackaged prOgrams in tutor and tutee
modes.
Have students use oral and written instruction's
and experimentation to respond to error
messages.

Have students discuss responses to error
, messages.

Appropriate content: whale numbers,
measurement, *actions, decimals, geometric
figures, spelling, object identification,
classification, graphing, problem solving,
inferring/predicting, weather, nutrition, and
graphics.

1.2. Identify computer rulei.

1.2.1: Rationalize information processing.

I

Use a film or other audiovisual material to
show why use of computers_ requires input,
processing and output.

1.4. Identify methods for commun4cating
with computers.

1.4.2. Operate with words/symbols.

Use tutee or tutor mode experience.
Have students review the fact that they are
making input into the computer with a
particular set of words and symbols.
Appropriate content: computer function, whole
numbers, geometric figures, .measurements, and
linguistic symbols and signs.

4.5. Develop positive attitimie/behavior._

1.5.1. Seek work /play with computers.'

Provide opportunities for students to use the.
computer as an alternative to dormal
instructional where appropriate.

INsTRUCTIONAL
AREAS



ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 3

I-

F
GRADE 3

con' t.

Provide an environment and time where and when
students, in groups or individualty can
operate the c uteri
Accept Computer generated homework.

Provide an accepting environment for the-child
with fears about use of the computer.
Allow studentt to seek aid from peers on
problems.
Appropriate content: all computer content.

1.5.2. Use positive affect words.

Evaluate student attitude about the c iuter
literacy program regularly.
Reinforce positive response by accentuating
"likeir part of program.

i .

Provide needed support, remediation where
response is negative.

3. Know computer functions/impact.

3.1. Identify/describes computer
operations?

3.1.1. Identify input/output peripherals.,
fr

Use filmitoudio visuals, worksheets to
identify And name the peripherals of a cOMputer
system.
Identify outputs and inputs. .

Discuss 'under what circumstance and output
becomes an input.
Grade 3 Benchmark

,3.1.2. Describe functions of input, output,
and processing components.

.

Use films, worksheets, printed material to
describe the functions Ofiinputs, output and.,
processing components;
Describe the general functions of input 0
instruction to the computer; processing
components as-operationof instruction .and
memory; outputs as .reports on the results of
operating oh memory.

C 'C
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ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 3

GRADE 3
.con t.

Define computer memory as being siMilai to
human memory and information kept. .

3.2. Recognize cOmputer.applications.

3.2.1. Identify applioattons.
a

Identify the usesof.computers by groups of
agencies.
Use films .and printed material to show how
'computers are in education, health and
social servics.
Have 'students write an essay on such uses as
data processing, process control, and
information storage_and retrieval in the
agencies.

5. Recognize education/career
opportunities.

5.1. Recognize support/technical/scientific
careers.

5.1.1. Identify local service personnel.

Bring people into the classroom to speak onl
careers in support services and,scientific
roles that have a computer connection.
Use career education films, tapes,and computer
programs to provide career information to
students. k.

o
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ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 4

GRADE 4

Feel confident about computer use.

1.1. Interact with c uter.'

1.1.1. .Recognize-computer instruction.

Continue to recognize need for computer to be
instructed, as evidenced by_emloyment of
inttketions in ;Using the computer in tutor and
tutee modes.

Instruct students in the use of the computer as.
a word processor.

,

Have students compare instructions when the
copputer is used as a' tool .with situations when
it acts as tutor or tutee.
Appropriate content: essays, and reports..
Grade 3 Benchmark. Reinforcement.

1.1.2. Read instructionsg.ktyboards, and
outputd.

Continue .to read instructions, keyboards, and
outputs as evidenced py successful use Of -
program components delivered inlutor, tutee
or tool mode.

Instruct' students in thetusi Of the colputer as
a wor47Processor.
Have students work,from handoutoroanual to
carrY\out steps.
Have students correct and polish outpdtto
demonstrate capacity to read instructions4
keyboards, and output:
Appropriate content: essays, reports, etc.
Grade 3 Benchmark.4, Reinforcement. :\

1.1.3. Use contrdf.keys/commands

Continue to use control
evidenced in successful
components delivered,jn

keys and commands as
use of program
a tutor and tutee mode.

Instruct Students in use of thecomputer as.a

sword processor.

-37-
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ACTIVITIES CHART

GRADE 4

INSTRUCTIONAL
AREAS

GRADE 4 S

1.1.3. tong.
Have students use special control keys and
commands.
Identify capacity_to use these control keis and
commands by the individual. successfully
carrying out of ivrd,proceising task.
Appropriate content: essays, reports, etc.
Grade 3 Benchmark. Reinforcement.

1.1.4. 'Select/uge written resources

Use programs that are delivered in a tutor

P ide students with .a variety of operating
instructions withdifferent degrees of .

camPletenesa and technical limp*.
Have student select materials according to
their perception of their needs.
Appropriate content: whole numbers, fractions,
decimals, geometric figures, ratio and
proportions, measurement, proklem solving,
spelling, object ideritification and
classification. . .

Provide situation suitable for use of tutee
delivery mode:

f

Give students a range of resources, detailing
haw to operate the co*uter having different
degrees of technical language.
Have students select and use resources_that fit
their stage of developing competency.
Appropriate content: measurement, graphing,
problem solving, inferring/predicting,
graphics, data analysis, population studies,
sentence structure, typewriting and music.

Instruct students in use 2f computer as a word.
processor.

'7\

Give students various resources with differing
degrees of_ technical languages,detailing how to
operate the computer. 1

Have students select and use resources that fib
their stage of competency.i .

Appropriate content: epayt, reports, etc.

1.1.5. Experiment as a user.

Use prepackaged program with a tutor delivery
mode.

AP
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. ACTIVITIES CHART -

GRADE 4

GRADE 4
1.1.5. com&t.
Give students no operational instructions.
Have thyn experiment olhoy to carry out the

program.
.

Appropriate content: ilsays, reports, and

garnet.

Provide students with a geometric figure
generation situation in tutor delivery anode.

Han students change the geometric
configuration, size, and location.

Instruct studepts in the use of word

processing.
Once students have the basic features down,

allow them-to experiment with more
sophisticated operations. .

Appropriate content: essays, reports, etc.

Provide students with learning-center where

they can experiment with programs.
Make requirement that each use of a new program

Tres ideetificatloit ,of whtt new idea has

b expanded.. $

'1.1.6 Respond to error messages

Use prepackaged programs that are delivered in

tutor and tutee modes.
Have.students,use written instructions and
experimentation to respond to^error messages.
Have studdhts keep alag of ,successes and

failures of responses.
Appropriate content: essays, reports, and

games.

Use word processing program. Have students use

oral and written instructions and
experimentation to respond to error message's.

1.2. Identify, computer rules.

1.2.1. Rationalize.informition processing.

Use audio visuals to explain why information

must be organized and encoded before At can

enter a computer, and that'any output must be

interpreted.



ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 4

GRADE 4
1.2.1. cont.
Relate the sequence of informatimprocessing
'to word processing. ..

Appropriate content: word processing, weather,
nutritive intake, and class attendance:

Explain how information is organized, and
encoded through a keyboard and interpreted on a
screen or print display.
Appropriate content: computer function.

Explain algorithm/flowchart.

1.3.1. Interpret algorithm/flowchart.

Use films and other audio visuals to explain
flowcharting and-algorithms.
Use a simple drill and practice program.
Show the flowchart of the sequence and explain
it.

Relate flowchart to operation of the program.
Use a simple drill and.practice program o show
the algorithm .of the sequence and explain It.
Relate the algorithm to the program. ,

Compare the a gorithm and flowchart
representations of the program.
Appropriate content: computer function,
population studies, neighborhood problem.'

k
t)

1.4. Identify methods for communicating
with computers. ..

1.4.1. Recognize programming languages.

Use pamming languages, such as LOGO, to
build a simple program..
Make explicit the fact that a language iskeing
used.
Define comppter language operationally.
Appropriate content - whole numbers,
programming, geØmetric flgues, computer
functions, mea ureme4 and raOhics.

1.4.2. Operat with 4rds nd syibols.

Use progranni g languag,'sich as LOGO, to
build simple rograms.
Have student use developed programs.

C



GRADE 4

ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 4

con't.
Identify the words and Symbols that make the
computer operate: . _

Appropriate content: whole numbers, computer
functions. programming; geometric figures,
measurement and signs and symbols,

1.5. Develop positive attitude/behavior.

1.5.1. Seek play/work with computers;

Continue to offer opportunities for students to
work at school and home with computers.
Emphasize the idea that mastery of computers,'
to make them do their work, has special rewards
of personal satisfaction and ultimately career
opportunitiek.
Appropriate content: all hands-on .computer
activities.

1.5.2. Use positive affect words.

Continue to evaluate compuier'literacy.program.
Accentuate positive aspects and find
ameliorating mechanisms for areas of negative
response.

3. Know computer functions/impact.

3.1. Identify/describe computer
operations.

3.1.1. Identify-input/oitput peripherals.,

Continue to use the names of input and output
peripheral equipment.
,Add name of new equipment as introduced.
Grade 3 Benchmark. Reinforcement.

1.1.2. Describe functions of input, output,
. and processing components.

Use pictures, films and printed
describe the function of output
detail; tapes, disks, printers,
telephone 'dines and syntheses.

material to
devices in
screens,
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ACTIVITIES CHART #
GRADE 4

GRADE '4

3.I.Z. con t.
Tell what they do and how the trformation is
used.
Describe the functions of input devices; touch
screens, keys, tapes, disk drives, and
telecommunication lines.
Use worksheets to record and keep information.

3.2. Recognize computer applications.

Identify applications

Identify the use of computers in business
industry.
Use films and printed material.-
Have students write an essay on uses such as
data processing, process control, information
storage and retrieval.

5.. Recognize'education/career
opportunities.

5.1. Recognize support/technical/sCientific
careers.

5.1.1. 'Identify nationaI/international
careers.

I

Uses career education tapes, films and audio
visuals. to show the career opportuni ies in
support and technical services in t wider
national and international market.
Grade 3 Benchmark. Reinforcement.

5.1.2. Identify national/internati
careers.

Use career information to expand stude is .

understanding of career opportunities utside
of Hawaii.
Use magazines, and newspapers to show c uter
use trewhere.

-42-.,
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ACTIYITriS.CHART-'
GRADE 5

6 .

GRADE' 5

1. Feel confident about comptiter use.

1.1. Interact with computer....

1.1.1. Recognize computer instiuctions...
%

Continue to recognize need for
;

er to be _

instructed as evidenced in employment of 4 z"§"

instructions in uit,ng the computer '10 tutor, .and
tutee mode.
Grade. 3 1pen hmark. Reinforcement.

1. r.2. Re d- instructions, keyb.;lard;"and
tput.

V

Continue to read ihAructions, keybOard;and
output 'as evideqced by successful use of --.
prog rait cdavonentst thilt lire' del ivered; in tutor,

-tutee, or tool modes.:-
Grade- 3 Benchmark.. .Reinforcement%

1.1.3. Use cgtrolkqt and commands.

Continue to use c trolleys and commands as
_,.evidenced by successful:bse of prOgriun
C components delivered,in tutor, tutee and tool-

modes. 40

Grade 3 Benchmark. Retnforcementi-

1.1.4. $elect /use written resoutces.1

Use programs that are deliVered-ir etitor
mode. Provide students ir(41 eselection of
worksheets and operating afatuals of differing
degrees of technical- complexity.. dive students
a technical primary .resource, 'Oen have them`
use-other resources to interpretsutheir primary
resource. .

Appropriate content: ,whole nuinbees, tract ions.,
decimals, geometric figures, rititos and
proportions, trigonometry, objedt .

identification, measurement, problefq_solifing,
,. spelling simulation, classification; nutrition,

graphics, population studies, compoOtt S and
speed reading.

.4

4
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C
GRADE 5

ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 5

1.1.4, con t.
Provide. situations that,fit a tutors mode of
delivemouni.,

Give students a range of resources vOrling in
technical complexity.
Have studenti...tdefttify what they de not

understandoavthemost technical instructions.
Have .them simplify the instructions using other

rj Tesources.
Have them use their own - version.
Appropriate tontent: measuremento.graphing,:
problem solving,- nferring/predicting model

. building and.data analysiS,

1/(f.:structions for a selected operation - "'Their

Use a word processing or data processIng
text.

Hav' students.use format froth existing handouts
or manuals to write a sinc;le set of opqrating

ManUal."
Have studenti compare "Their Manual" with Other
manuals.
Appropriate content: data analysis and f
communication. --r....

'1.1.5. Experiment as a user.

Present students with a simple prograp in a
tutor mode:-
Have studehts program the computfir to repliroite
example.
Have st nts exchange prOgrams:and use theM.

Use earning center and allow students to . .

experiment with computer use, as class needs and
student interest dictates.:
Appropriate content: whole numbers,
fractions, decimals, geometric figures, ratios
and proportions, trigonomOtry, object
identification, measurement, problem solving,
spelling, simulation, classification,
nutrition, graphics, population studies,.
composjtions and speed reading.

1.1.6, Respond.to error messages.

Use tutor, tutee and tool instructional
delivery modes. .

44t
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ACTIVITIES CHART
'GRADE 5

GRADE 5
con't.

Monitor students to ensure they are gaining a
capacity to operate independently in selecting
and using error response information in
manuals.
Develop a group of *teacher aids* who can act
as consultant when students *get stuck".
Appropriate contlant: progr4ms in 'all subject

matter.

1.2. Identify computer rules.
.;

1.2.1.1 Rationalize information processing.

Review reasons why information Must go through
a sequence of operations; organizing, coding,
processing, and reporting.
Use i worksheet and have students relate
sequences to work with word processing.
Appropriate content: computer functions and
word processing.

1.2.2.. Determine structural components;

Identifies the structure components of
information processings'organizing, coding, and
reporting.
Use films or other audio visual aids to
identify the c,1,0, nts of processing.
Make a bulletin board display of process.
Have students identify where each process takes
place.
Appropriate content: computer opeivation,

1.2:3. Sequence Osocess' steps.

N__. Identify the iequence.in which information
processing takes place.
Use a film or other visual material to identify
the' sequence of 'organizing, coding,` professing

and reporting,
Have students note which components of process
takes,place in the computer.
Have students use workiheet ,diagrams to
reinforce identification of sequence.
Appropriate content: computer functions.

-45-
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GRADES

ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 5

1.2.4. Recognize computer processes..,

Identify the kinds of, operations that take
place in the computer; .searching, sortfy9,
deleting, updating, summarizing storage, etc. -

Use film .or other visuals,to show these.
operations.
Define the °Oration in termotwhat they do
to information.
Use worksheets to give vi 1 reinforcement of
operations.
Appropriate content: c ter.functiohs.

1.3. -Explain algorithm/flow art. .

1.3.1. Interpret algorithmifTow0art.

Use algorithmt/flowcharts of different
functions of computer, for example, word
processing, numbers operations, etc.
Have students explain how they_are alike and
different. . .

Have student explain algorithm/flowchgrt mode
to describe simple program of their own making.
Appropriate content: computer functions.

1.4. Identify methods of ,communicat:Ing,
with computers.

1.4.1. Recognize programming languages.

Use programming language, such as Loco,or
BASIC. a

Review the definition of a compUter language.
Have students explain how particular 'languages'
meet requireinents of a computer language.
Have students compare two, language for
difference and similarities.
AppropriatMontent: . computer functions and
programing.

Compare the input of a tutor mode and,program
with the input of a programing language making
a tutee program.
Describe differences and similarities.
Appropriate content: langdage, BASIC, and
computer functions..
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ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 5

1.4.2. Operate with words and symbols.

Use tbe context of Operattrig with tUtor.and..-
tutee'delivery modes to review the "expanding -,

sets of words'. and symbols used, to operate the ,

computer. v
4 Have studeits note the multiple use of syribals,

.Appropriate content: computer functions, and
all computer appliCations./P/

1.5. Develop posiitve attitudes/behayior.-

1.5.1. Seek work/pley with computees."

Continue to offer opportunities for students to
work at school and home with computers.
Employ tools such as word processing so as to
decrease the drudgery of copying reports and'
reformatting tables.
Appropriate content: all hands-on computer.
operations. .

1.5.2. Use positive, affect words.

Continue to evaluate-computer literacy program.
Reinforce positive aspects and seek to
-ameliorate negative aspects.

2. Use computer as wool for problem
solving/decition. making.

2.1. Use computerized information system.

2%1/.2: Create a program from a flowchart.

Translate a given algorithm into a flowchart.
Translate information in a given flowchart into
an algorithm.
Translate a given algorithm into a program.
Translate flowchart information into a program.

Appropriate content: algebraics geometric'
figures, population studies, and environmental

-studies.
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ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 5

GRADES

DISTRUCTIONAL
-. AREAS
1,A IM I SI

.2.1.3. Develop an algorithm dor problem
solving.

Give a simple mathematiial problem.
Translate into elgorithm farm, and then
translate algorithm into.e computer program and

-solve the problem.
Give a simple quantitative word problem.
Translate into algorithm farm, and then
translate algorithm into a computer program and
solve the problem.
Appropriate content: algebraic ratio
proportions, and population ratio solving
problems.

S

-E I E

r

2.1:4. Atsist in problem solving/decision I. I.,E

making.

Provide students with simple decision problems;
Using rain probabilities, thew how. computers
help in decisions;

3. Know computer function/impact.

3.1. Identify and describes computei
operations.

3.1.1. Identify computer periphirals,

Continue to use the names of input and output
peripheral' equipment. . -

Add names of new equipment as introdeeedi.
Grade 3 Benchmark. Reinforcement.

- .

3.1.2. -Describe functions of input, output and
processing components.

Use audio visuals and printed materials to
^describe the foctions of input and output
components. -

Use audio visual and printed materials to
describe the functions of the processing
components; control, memory, and
arithmetic/logic.
Use computers to show the location of
processing components.

-48-
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ACTIVITIES CHART
/GRADE 5

GRADES
1

3.2:i. Identify applications:

Usk audio visualsand printed materials to

review computer applications in business,

. industry, edOcatilp, health and social

sorvices.
Use audio visuals and printed materials to

--fdihtify computer apOications in government,
recreationiand creatIve arts.

Have students write reporti on the role of data

processing, process control, and information

storage and retrieval.
Have students, simulate computer applications in

any of the above mentioned fields.

Appropriate content: nutrition, population

studies, environmental studies, and disease

control.

3.3:- Recognize affect on daily life.

3.3.4. Value communicationAnformation.

Organize an interschool project for the

exchange of information (economic, and

environmental). .

Use telecominunicatidnlink through'Compiters.

.Explain simatandous transmission of
informationdirect communications, and
asynchronous transmissions -(leave messagts for .

later reading)..Compare costs, convenience and.'

precision of information with telephone.

5. .Reognize edticationicareer

opportunities. --

5.1. ,Recognize4Upport/technical/scientific
careers. .

5.1.1. Identify local service personnel.

Continue to recognize local computer service

careers. e

Grade 6 Benchmark. Reinforcement.

f

,
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ACTIVITIES. CHART
GRADE 5

GRADES

5.1.2. Idatify national/international
careers.

Use, career education audio visuals and printed
materials related to careers in computers,.
-Explain scientific and engineering careers:
Take a class trip to an international computer
corporation. .

Interview computer engineers and electrical
engineers.

4

r
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ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 6

GRADE 6

INSTRUCTIONAL
AREAS

CA ILA Rte. IS I

,,

1. Feel confident about computer use.'

1.1. Interact with computer.

1.1.1. Recognize computer instructions.

Continue to recognize need. for computer to be
instructetas ividenced in' employment of
instructions in using*Xhe computer in tool,
tutor and tutee modes.
Grade 3 Benchmark. Reinforcement.

1.1.2. Read instructions, keyboard, and
o tout.

Continu to -read instructions, keyboard and
output as evidenced by successful use of
progr components that are delivered in tutor,
to or tool modes.
'Grad 3 Benchmark. Reinforcement.

1. 3. Use control keys/commands.

qiontiripe to use control keys and commands as
evidenced by successful use of program
/components delivered in tutor, tutee and tool
modes`.

Grade 3 Benchmark. Reinforcement.

1.1.4. -Selectiuse *titter! resources.

.Present instructions for program use in
"handout" or manual form.
Have students use written resources to operate
computer in tutor, 'tutees and tool modei.

c
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ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 6

GRADE 6
. . con t.

Have students demonstrate i ndence of
verbal instructions by relyi olely on
written resources.
Appropriate content: all subject matter.

Provide students limited situation to write an
operating manual for tutor., tutee, and tool
mo4,Af delivery. lif %

Haveitudents,exchange and evalluate manuals
selecting aqd.using the est',
AppropOiate conteflt: subject matter.
Grade 6 Benchmark.

1.1.5. EXperiment as a user.

Proiide students with open atmosphere. conducive
to trial of .ideas ,on the computer.
Have students keep logs of experimentation.
Have students share their insight, innovations
and inventions with peers.
Solicit peer evaluation.
Appropriate content: all subject matter.
Grade 6 Benchmark.

1.1.6. Respond to error messages.
x.

Provide students with continuing stimulitions
to betome a self-reliant user of computers
through'personal capacity to appropriately
respond to error messagbs.
Use student peers.to assist when students get
stuck.
Periodically quiz students on their response to
commomOnd uncommon error message)situations.
Appropriate Content: all subject matter.
Grade 6 Benchmark.

1.2. . Identify computer rules.

1.2.1. Rationalize informapion processing.

Oeview reasons why_ information mist be .

processed in an ordered sequence of
steps--organizing, coding, processing and
reporting.
Use worksheets to explain the of each

step.
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ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 6

GRADE 6 CA

figTRUCTIONAL
AREAS'

LA mil' SI SS

1.2.1. con'to
Relate sequence to computer.operations in word
processing.
AppidOriate content: computer functions and
word. processing.

,

Grade 6 Benchmark.
. .

.

1.2.2; Determine structural components. I .

. . . .

Identify the structural compenent of. .

information processing,* organizing, coding and
reporting., Use worksheet -and audio visual aids

to identify components: eve students identify
structural conents fin their use of tool and
tutee modes. Appropriate content:, computer
functions.-Grade 6 Benc Pk: .

1.2.3.. Sequence process stage.

Review the sequence of steps in information
processing; organizing, coding, processing and
reporting. .

Use worksheets and audio visual.aids to .

reinforce the sequence, noting which -proiessing
orients take place in and out of the

c ter.

. Rave-students identify the sequence of steps in
their own use of computers...
Appropriate content: computer functions,

.

Grade 6 Benchmark.
d.

1.2.4. Recognize computer processes.

Review the kinds of operations that take place
within"-the,compUter; searching, sorttng,
deleting, updating, summariiing, storing, etc.
Review the definitions of each' operation. .

Use worksheets and audio visual aids to
reinforce the nature of each opePation.
Appropriate content: computer functions

1.3. Explain algorithm/flowchart.



'ACTIViTtiS CHART

GRADE 6

GRADE 6

41.3.1. Interpret algorithm/flowchart.

Continue use of algorithms and flowcharts to
interpret computer logic.
Have students make an algorithm and/or a
flowchart to show the logic of their
operations.
Appropriate content: computer functions and

.. algebriics

Generalize uses.

°Show the systematic- nature of yes/no decisions.
Show how an algorithm or flowchart could lie
.usedjo xpress Probability.- -e
"Appropri to content: problem solving, decision
making, and computer functions.

1.3.3. Discuss applications., _

Review applications of algorithms and
.flowcharting.
Have students explain-the reasons, for their

use.

1.4. Identify methods of communicating
with computers..

Recognize programming languages.

Review the function of programming
languages7-that they are-used to instruct
computers. .

Have students list how-programming language
differ from other kinds of input.
Read text material on programming computers.
Appropriate content: ,computer.functions and
all computer applications.

1.4.2. Operate with words and symbols:

Review the function of words and symboli in

instructing computers.' ,

Take notice of new words and symbols that are
used in instructing the.computer in tutee and
tutor modes.
Appropriate content: computer functions and
all computer applications.

-54-



ACTIVITIES CHART
. GRADE 6

At

ACTIVIT ES CHART
GRADE 6

1.5. Develop positive, attitude/behaVi

1.5.1. Seek *work/play with computer.

Continue to offer opportunities for student to
work at school and home with computers.
Employ word processilly and other information
processing techniques to decrease the drudge
of producing reports and handling/large volume
of data..
Emphasize this labor reducing capacity of the
computer.
Appropriate content: all computeNcomponents.
Grade 6 Benchmark.

r.

1.5.2. Use.positiveaffect wofdi.

Coritinue to evaluate computer literacy program.'
reinforcing positive' aspects and Meliorating
negative aspectt.
Grade 6 Benchmark.

:2. Use computer as a _tool for problem
solving and decision making.

L.I. Use computerited information systems.

2:1.1. Use computer in decision making.

Use a tutor mode program to develop the idea of
Using the compyter to assist in decision
making:
Appropriate content: classroom time allocation
decisions, work schedule, decisions and
environmental simulatiOn..
Grade 6 Benchmark.

2.1.2. Create a program from a flowchart.

Review use of translating simple flowcharts
data into programs.
Use word problems as basis of flowchart to,
translate into programs.
Increase the steps in the flowchart for which
program is to be developed according to student
capacity.
Appropriate content: algebraic word problems,
ratio and proportion and environmental
problems. . -55-



ir
ACTIVITIES.CHART.

GRADE 6

GRADE 6

2.1.3. Develop algorithm for problem
solving.

Use word problems and develop algorithm.
Develop computer program and test Ogoeithm.
Use mathematitalproblems with increasing,
number of operations to develop an algorithm.
Appropriate content: algebraic word problegs
and environmental problems:.

.

2.1.4. -Assist in problegisolving/decision
.making.

Provide simple Oecision mitrix.
Have students use computerlo determine
probability of event in percent.
MOW how this knowledge helps in decision 4

3. Know computerLfulftions/impact.
Ili'

3;1.- Identify/describerputer operations.

3.1.1. Identify input/output.perip4rals,

.

Continue-to use names of input And output
perigherals. Add names as new peripherals are
intebduced. Grade Benchmark. Reinforcement.

3.1.2. Desc i e functions 'of input and outpit
processing components.

Use audio visual and ,printed terials to
review the functions ofinput and soltput
components and processing material'.
Use audio visual and printed materials to show
different combinations of equipment.
Discuss how functions can change.by exchanging
the component equipment. Use different-
equipment hookups to demonstrate the different
functidns. Grade 6-Ef rk.



vio

GRADE 6

. ACTIVITIES CHART
GRADE 6

. 3.2. Recognize computer applications._

3.2.1. Identify applications.

Us audio visualS and printed materials to
review computer applications.in industry,
business, eduOtion, health, social'services
andCreative Arts.'
Use audio *ritual and printed material,to
identify ,computer applications in 9.6'vernment,

recreation and creative arts:. 4 .,

Have students write reports on the role of data.
processing, process control and information
Storage and retrieval.
Compare the.role of computers in e0 of tie-
social entities -- Under what circumstances is.
informational storige'ind retrieval, data
processing and, process controlapplicable?
How are applications similar.or different? -

Grade 6 Benchtnark.L .

to

I A.

4.

-CA LA 14A S

3.3. Ammgnize affect on daily life'.

3.3.1., Value efficient'infOrmatSon procesOng.

Call upon student'i experience or dei4ribe,
during semester, work with and without
-computers: contrast word processing With
handwritten assignments needing corrections.
Contrast drawing geometric figures of various
sizes and angularity with computer generation
of.same.figure.
Contrast hand correctiori of tests with computer

correction.
Develop A definition of efficiency and diss
the value to,the individual, school and

3.3.2. Understand pros and cons of routine.

tasks.

,

Use student's experience in :performing routirie
tasks: .washin5 dishes, making beds, performing
mathematical operations and spelling words.

. -57-e '68
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GRADE 6
:con

Discuss or write:an. essay on ttie advantages -of

person over -Machine's function"- costOsome
cases) humans faster, inconvenience Obeying a
machfae, or when-the machine canes do the. while
task.
Disguss4 write an essay on the Oventages of
a' person over a machine -Ibredom, personnel,.
time,consuming, less exact; and machines can do
some thifigs that humans can't41
Develop guidelines as to when one might use a

. machine to do a task rather than a human 1. cost
less, humah-can'trdo task, uses less time, and
'is mbreenjoyable. *

.

3:3.3. Appreciate economic benefits. '

.:.

Use data on thwifOlume of itemtthendledin'..
banks, telephone. companies, stock exchanges,
etc., before anarafter.Xhe incorporation of
computers.
Discuss or write.repqrts on revenue returns and
1.ate.charges", and lbyment.resOlting from
this traffic. ,.

Use a periodical:revieW to firsd-the.pbsitive
impact' of computer, usizi.bf robots 111 the '-auteit

steel refineries and. other 4nduttries. Use a
perlo . view to find t$ Impact of

commiters on e glneering and.the quality of-
ecclibmplc products.
Use audio visual and printed materia-to proYide
a base for class discussion of.the economic

.benefit's of computerS. ;

3.1.4. Value communication /information.

Use audio 'visual, anct.prioted material to show,

the extent of.prisent world-wide,computer.
networks.. .
Discuss that 'dtffeFent networks are used in
banking, government, te)ecommunications and for
technical purposeso
Discuss the value to society of thete networks
in .a time of exploding.commerclal and knowledge (
transmission.' .

Use telecommunication connections wit thir-
st:hoots to sharelnformatiop on the ironment .

and community where!the students play.
Grade 6 OgftchmarA.

.

;
INSTRUCTIONAL

AREAS
LA NA

0,

!Y
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ACTIVITIES' CHART

- GRADE 6,
A

GRADE 6

3.3.5. Identify:applications of computer
science.

Use audio visual and printed materials to show
the applications. of computer science and
technology in medicine, law enforcement,
education, engineering, business,
transportation, military, recreation,
government, library and creative arts.,

Take the class on afield trip to seldtted
places within the community,where computers are
used in divergent war.

. *

'3.4. Differentiate science/technology.

3.4.1. Know evolution of electronic
technology. 4

Use audio visual and printed materials to tell
the history of electronic technology with an
smphasis on computers.

10Have students make a pictorial history of
evolvihg technology.
Have students do a biographical study of people
who have contributed to computer technology.
Grade 6 Benchmarks

4

4. Recognize limitation/Usefulness.

4.1. RiCognize disAdvintages.

- 4.1.1. List limitations.

Call upon student's experience with computers
to elicit a list .of, cost,

difficulty in debugging, GIGO
garbagelowarbage-out, training oftdperitors
and fear of replatement'of humans.
Nave students discuss limitations to determine
which might limit their persorial use and which
might limit society's use.

4.2. Identify some major applications.

4.21. Describe how computers assist. peop4.

Use 'these activities along with-4.1.1.1above),
to give counter weight to disadvantages.

.4
4

INSTRUCTIONAL
AREAS .

A



d

GRADE 6

4 ACTIVITIES CHART
` GRADE 6

S. ,

Have students list major peoile who etsist 4n i

applications, do Obutine'tasks, create new
jobs, expand communication, providergreater'
precition and better quality control, etc, Have
students cdmpare disadvantages and limitations
with advantages. Address the questions
"Computer a menace or a panacea?'

5. Recognize educatioh/career-
opportunities.

5.1. kecognizesupport/technictl/scientifi-
ic/integrated fielfis careers.

Identify local service personnel.5.1.1.

Continue to discuss
local nature.
Grade 3 Benchmark.

J

career opportunities of

Reinforcement.
*

5.1.. Identify national/international
careers.

.

Use career'education:audio visual material and
computer software to review career
opportunities.at both the national and
international levels.
Stress educational requirements when
counseling students about entering secondary
school. Grade 6 Benchmark.

5.1.3. Compare educational requirements/
opportunities.

Use career iducation audio visuals and
software materials to identify careers where
computers are used, but are not a primary job
requirement...the sciehces, various fields of
engineering, checkout-clerks, bank .personnel,
etc.
Identify the eduCational requirements as part
of the secondary school counseling.

-60- 71
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, 4

Suggested Sample Activities

The suggested sample activities support the performance expettations of the
Taxonomy. They are, developed to help teachers ,and students "get started" and
are not designed to be theonly method .of presentation of materials. After
using these sample activities, teachers should continue to apply Similar ideas
to expand Clbssroom teaching and problem-solving experiences.

as

,r .
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SAMPLE ACTIVITY #1

Grade: K

Performance Expectation(s): 1.1.1. Recognize Computer Instructions

Prerequisite(s): None

Material(s): None

Software/Materials that Could be Incorporated'into the Lesson:

Memory: The First Step in Problem Solving (IBM)
Katie and the Computer
The Voice (Apple)
.Pacemaker, (Apple)
Delta Drawing (Apple, IBM)
Early Games Piece of Cake (Apple, IBM)

'Tfme for Activity:

One or more class periods

Teacher Preparation:

1. Tell children that they must follow step-by-step instructions to work with
,a computer. Compare step-by-step-Instructions to the following steps in
getting ready for school this morning:

s, a.

b.

c.

wake up'
wash face
put on clothes\

d.

e.

f.

eat cereal
brush teeth
catch school bus

Expla;n that'problems or "buggies" can "mess up"Imorning plans. For
example:

a. wake up too late
b. No clean clothes
c. out of cereq
d. miss school bus

3. Relate this step-by-step procedure to the way one must work with a
computer. Remind students that by not following directions they run into
"buggies" when working with a computer. Tell students that they will be
asked "Yes/No" questions and must answer 'exactly "Yes" or "No". Later .

children can be introduced to the Yes key'(Y key of keyboard) and No key
(N key of keyboard). Then show children a software program that asks for
"Yes/No" responses.

p

as,



SAMPLE ACTIVITY, ,2,

Grade: K

Performance Expectation(s): 1.1.3. Use Control Keys/Commands

Prereouisitets): No prerequisites for this acts' ty

Material(s):

Colored index cards containing 4 direction arrows and dot orhole punch aft
bottom. .

,

Software/Materials that Could be Incorporated into the Lesson:

Eg LOGO (Apple)

Time for Activity:

One ,or more class periods.

Teacher Preparation: Prepare index. cards.

4

Each student should have index cards of different colors with LOGO ,.

direction arrows painting forward (,),, back (4), left (4Pi)it and right
(-0). A dot or hole punch should be placed at the bottom of the card.

Teacher should demonstrate each direction card by moving one step forWird,
back, left, right, while holding the appropriate arrow key.

4

Next the teacher should have students hold the-LOGO left key (E.-) with
their hand holding the card on thedot (hole punch). Ask them to move n

the direction of the card. Continue this. activity with the right
direction card.

4. Ask students to name some "buggies" of this activity.

a. run into one another
b. run into wall
c.. bump into furniture

Relate;thg activity to "the direction keys on the
students ey will use the direction keys to move
computer screen. Atql later time show children 6
the directton keys.

Ar

computer keYboard. Tell

thingt around on the
softwareiprogriim that uses,

#



Grade: K

Performance Exp4tation(s): 3.1.1. Identify InpuI/Output Peripherals

Prerequisite(s): tone

SAMPLE TIVITY #3,

Material(s):

Computer keyboard, screen, tape recorder or disk drive and printer:. Cut but
pictures from old magazines.

Software/Materials that could be Incorporated into the Lesson:

a. Katie and the Computer
b. Computer Tutor Junior
c. Don't (or ,Now to Care for Your-Computer).

Time for Activity:

One or more clais periods.'

Teacher Pieparation:

1. Remind children about the way they receive facts or information. The
learn what their lunch will be by touching the food, hearing their rents
tell them, seeing and smelling the meal , etc. Tell them computers ake in
and put out information in a similar way.

Show them how computers take in-facts:

a. touching the keyboard
b. tape recorder
c. disk drive

3. Show them how computers outout facts:

a. screen
b. printer

If. Now point to equipment or hold up magazine pictures and ask chifdren to
identify the parts as keyboard, screen, tape recorder, disk drive, or
printer. Ask them to tell whether it is used to input or output facts.



Grade:

Performance Expectations)

Prerequisite(s)::

SAMPLE ACTIVITY #4

1.1.2. Read. instruction, keyboard 'and output
1.1.3. Use control keys/commands

Children can recognize letiers in isolation and as part of words.

Material (s)^

Colored chalk, chalkboard; cut out-keyi to represent number keys, Y 'key, N
key, Return or Enter key, space bar, +, --keys, poster, board computer screen.

NSoftwareiMateriais that couldlbe Incorporated into ,the Lesson:

Gertrude's Secrets (Apple)
The Voice (Apple)
Bumble Games (Apple)
Plotting and Programming Adventures

Time for Activity:.

Two twenty-minute lessons.

Teacher Preparation:

Use 5 "x8" .index cards at front0 chalkboard on chalk tray. Hang cut out
computer screen (or draw) on board. Have-planned computer instructions .

prepared.

Juggles Rainbow (Apple)
Gertrude's Puzzles (Apple)
Visual Discrimination (Apple,4115-80)

of the Lollipop Dragon

1. T

T

acher prints on the computer screen certain instructions and asks
ildren to choose the answer by picking the key from the chalk tray.
acher erases instructions and then starts over.

Otheninstructions:
a. Type return
b. 5 + 2 e
C. + +Cm ?
d. 111 ?
e. it space bar

TYPE y

-65- 7.6
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2. Teacher has sample keyboard copied for each student. The teacher then

prihts instructions.on the *board and has students answer on his/her own

keyboard.

77



SAMPLE ACTIVITY #5
;

Grade: 1

Performance Expects ion $): 1.1:3:
1.1.S.
1.1.6.

Prereouisitetsl:

'Children can recognize letteN fp isolation an as part-of words.

Material (s): ComPuter appliOtions ,software-c tamping error messages.. .

Software Naterialt tha could be Inco ated i= to thelessoh:

-Sticky Bear' (Apple)
Sticky Bear Numbers (Apple)
Stigky Bear SNIPS (Apple)
The Voice (Apple)
Pacemaker (Apple)
Rocky's Boots (Apple).

I

.

'Use ControliKey ComminOs- .

Experiment As a-User
Respond to Error'Messages

Time for Activity:

Two twenty-minute sessions. I'

Teackei. Preparation: Read through activity and prepare computer.

p.

0

1. Ask children to tell What can happen'if they do something they, are not
supposed to do. Elicit responses such as:

a. I am told *No"
b. My mom gets tiled

c. Teacher calls my Name out loud

2. Explain to children that computers also respond to errors with error
messages on the screen, 'Beep" sounds; and even blinking pictures.:

3. Explain to children that computers are friendly and usually give the user'
another chance. Give examples of error messages such as:

a.. No
b. Obps!

c. Try again!
d. Type "Y"'or "N" only

Showstudents a software program that has erroi. messages.

0 -67-
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SAMPLE ACTIVITY #6

Grade: 1

Performance Expectition(s):. Use Positive Affect Words

Prerequisfte(s):. None

Material (s): Universal.Produce Code ,(UPC) on cans, 'boxes, 'etc.

Softwarep.4aterfals that *could be Incprporated into the .Lesson:

0

Computers in Your Life, :Computer. -Careers Handbook, Computer Parade,
Computers fb, kits, Katie-and the Coimputer.-

Time for-Activity:.

Field £rip and bibOats periods (one prior to trip and One after trip.)

Teacher Preparation:
o

Arrange. for field trip to a local computerized si0ermirket.

I. Ask students to bring to 'class a grocery can or box,.such as asereal box.,
.

: with the coded bar mark (UPC code). Pass the Aims aroland-and have
cht3dren find the coded bar mark. Have students volunteer ideas about -the-
bar -code, what it mean, and how it is used.,.

2. Explain that the bar `marks are a code-that a.computer program can read and'
. understand. The code tells the name'orthe item, the company that makes

it, and the cast. Ask students if they have. seen a supermarket checkout
person slide groceries over a lighted panel' or slide a lighted wand over
the bar-code. Explain that_the light is scanning.a code and sending
information to a computer.

3. Tell students abotit the planned field trip, what they will do on the trip,
and what they are expected to 'find:.

a. How the checker reads the bar -code.
b. Where the bar-code information goes.
c.. What the computer does with the information.
d. What information comes back(on a receipt).
e. What the store manager does with the information.

4. Have students talk with the store manager, checkout person, and clerks..
Students should observe the checkout lines, stockroom, and shelf coding.

5. After the field trip have students discuss what they have learned on their
field trip. Next have students draw their own bar-code and decode for
each other:

79
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6. Other suggested field trips:

a. Rank
b. Automated teller
c. Computerized librarY
d. Computer center for traffic department

r



i5 'LE ACTIVITY 07

Grade; ,2

Performance Expectation(s): 1.1.1. Recognize' Computer Instructions

PrereQUiSit,(11: 41L*

.:Students can verbally say the:alphabet,

O

,k.

Students recognize letters 1R1s0141,dn and as parts of words.

Material(s): Chalkboard turtle such theexample.- ., .-..

SoftwarOaterials-that could he Incorporated into the Lesson: .

Turile Tricks: An Introduction to Turtle Graphics and Apple LOGO (activity

Cards - Apple)
,

E-2 LOGO (Apple)
Apple LOGO (Apple)
Dr. Logo (IMO
-PC LOGO (ION)
TRS-8O Color LOGO (Radio Shack)

LOGO: An Introduction (Barnett)
LOGO Cards: Activities for Apple LOGO (Apple)
LOGO Reference Flip Chart (Apple)
Exploring LOGO Without a Computer '111,

Time for Activity: Two twenty-minutesessions

Teacher Preparation:

Cut out a cardboard isosceles triangle and draw a turtle on the front with the

head of the turtle pointing to the smallest angle. Glue a magnet on ck

of the triangle.

4

I. This activity will be a lead-in to using LOGO on the computer. Explain.

that LOGO is a language, to use on the computer and LOGO uses a turtle.

Explain that the computer has to be told what to do witb,the.turtle.

. 4.

41.
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S

lc

1

:Certain instructions or commands ;lust be given to'tell the tomputer to
instruct the turtle. -List some of the Ommands:

A 4'

7e. Show Turtle ST
.Clear Screen CS
Forwird FD
Back BK
Right ', RI
Left' . IT

2. NoW.dempnstrate on the board what'hagiens Wheri.eich command is given.
Show tbat.CS makes the turtle disappear, ,etc. This .lesson can be'expandEd
to inchft distince.ind angle measure such as FD 5, RT 90, etc., When
students thOw readiness, refer toActivity #' 11 grade 3..

Label 'and :decorate a LOWTOOL BOX to 'keep yotir turfle'at
)
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. Grade: 2

SAMPLE ACTIVITY 118

tai

Performance Egoecyhion(s): 1.1,6. 'Respond to 'Error P*ssages/.- .1.4.2. Operates with Words.and Symbols

Prerequisite(s):

Students recognize 'letters of alphabet in istaation and as parts of words.1r \ I
Material(s): Computer keyboard sheets; overhead transparency

Software/Material% that could 'be Inelifporated into the Lesson,:

Bumble Game$ (Apple)
Early Games Music (Apple, IBM)

rr.

I

Early Games Piece of &ake (Apple, IBM) ,

Facemiker (ApplP)
Gertrude's' Puzzles Apple)
Gertrude's Secrets Apples
Sticky Bear Series Apple, IBM)
The Voice (Apple)

Time for ^Activity: One twenty-minute ssion

Teacher Preparation:

Prepare computer keyboard sheets, and overhead transparenp.

0 .

1. Have a copied picttire of the 'computer keyboard for 'each student. Also
have a transparency made of the keyboard to show on the overhead
projector. Demonstrate how 'a student can respond to questions on the-,

..computer by usingthe overhead transparency. Sh! responses to the
following

am

.

a. ):4 +A m ?

b. 1 + 1 + 1 st, ?

c. 10 - 2 ?

d. Press return .key
(Enter)

e. More 4

f. Control' key
g. Press Space Bar ,

h.. Quit'.?
i. Stop ? .

J. Press Return Key

Response
Press 3 key
Press 3 key
Press 8 key .

Press Return
Press CEEE3

4 Press for Yqi,
PressAgfor No
Press Control' Key

-Pfess Space Bar
Press Y or N
Press Y er N
Press Return key

4

P

2: Show students what. can happen if they press. an incorrect key. Give
examples error messages :. computer beep, computer noise, try again,
oops I , Sorry' you' retironil, incorrect., . . ',
" 4' I. .

-72-
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t Now let students respond to certain "teacher genjaated cues" by using
-their copied. keyboard.

ir
3. Later show 'student how tot answer the same cues on the .compater keyboard.

``'Let students expeelment with answering cues by using applications
software.

ft .
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SAMPLE ACTIVITY 09

'kV 2
Performance ?xpectationts): 5.1.1. Identify Local Smice Personnel

1

e Prereouilite(s): Moe

Matertal(s): Computer magazines
, A.

'

Software/Materials that, could. be Incorporated into the Lesson:

The Computef Careers Handbook

Time forActivity:

Discussion time is twenty minutes. 'Plans for field trip or.spfaker should
include a discussion before and a discussion after.

Teacher Preparation: Cut out.pictures from.somputer magazines.

Ask students if their parents work with Computers. Ask' a parent
computer career person to talk about their career.with'computers.

Identify different careers that involve computer use. Find pictures from
,computer magazines' and cut them out. Ask students to guess what they do
and to.guess hoW they would 'use.Computers. For example:,

a. Supermarket checker
b. .Bank teller

Game arcade repair person
Doctors and nurses .*

Car manufacturers
Airport personnel

g. Telephone operator #
h. Secretary''' ' , ,

i. School teacher
j. Computer repai.00:terson

.

_Plana-fieId trip to a site whei.e computers are used.

a

r
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SAMPLE ACTIVITY #10

3

Pe1formance Eipectation(0: 1.1.1. Recognize Computer,Instructions
1.1.2. .Read Instructions, Keyboards, Output

Prerequi§lite(s):

'Students need to have had experience with computer "bugs" in a verbally spoken
proceduna.

Material(s):

Copy of attached story.

Software/Materials that could be Incorporated into Lesson:

,Teaching,BASIC pit By'Bit
My -Friend - The Computer
Rocky's Boots (Apple)

Time for Activity: Forty minutes

Teacher Preparation:

Make copies of the story, "Rebbie-the-Robotics-Mdchine"

1. Review with students the idea of a procedure - as a set of instructions for
solving a problei. Write a problem-solving'procedure for dqing your
science homework and elicit student's reSponses. For exa le:

a. Turnoff the TV
b. Clear the desk or table -......-

c. Open your science book
d. Read the chapter

il.

e. Sharpen your pencil % /

f. Get out paper . .

g. Answer the questions

2. Show the students' ideas in a flowchart as the discussion progressel.

3. Name some "bugs" that can occur.

a. Brother turns on TV again
O. Mother asks you to set the table for dinner
c. You left your science book at school
d. Your pencil le'd breaks

-75:-.
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1.1

9:1

Jt

4. Hantiout copies of the attached stori-to students. Have.the students Peed.

.
,

the story and then ask questions such. as:

a. Did Robbie do as he was told?
b. Do rehoti have brainS?.
c. The procedure step °Repeat procedure fbr all clothes° caused Robbie to

go back to step 1 and repeat the entire procedure. Whatkmas the °bug°
in the procedure? How can it.be changed? :

: .

5. Let the whole.Clats write a new improved procedure ors let students
individually write a new procedure.

I

as

a

0,l I

S

S7

a

A

A
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, Robbie - the - Robotics-Machine

.
.

.
,

I'd lilke to.fntroduce you' to rgy.friend, Robbie-theRobotics-Machine. I
, - call him "Robbie" for 'short. Mom and dad ordered "Robbie" from, the Sears

. Robot Catalogue. Mom likes him because he can vacuum the rug, Wash the
dishes, and Make up the bed. Dad 'tikes Robbie .because he tikes out the

# garbage at night. And I like Robbie because he's so nice. 'Robbie is,even
more fun than ray sister Jeisicas or my brotherLoi.

Robbie has h computer chip for a brain and is very good at remembering
things. But he isso hard-headed when mom has to teach hinta new chore.

,Every step must be explained very carefully. Arm lays Robbie does only what a3
human tells him to do. If directions are not right, Robbie can-rea)ly mes,s

a.

up.

Mom had towash clothes so she gave Robbie theie steps to follow:
1'

,Plteedure: WASti.CLOTHES

1. Put clothes in washer. r

2. Put j cup of detergent in washer.
3. Turn washer.en.
4. If clothes are clean, go to Step 7.
5. If clothes are not clean, go to Step ?.
6. Take clothes out.

'7. Put clothes in dryer.
s 8. Repeat procedure Tor ..all clothes.
7 . , , 1

I . r.
#.

M gave the instructions to,Robbie.apd then went to the store. Robbie
did e actly as he wail told. Guess what he did? ;- ,

5 f.
.. w

When ion came hoine, Robbie. was still. washing clothes. The_box of
detergent was empty, the dryer waS stuffed full, and Rebbie-was pullingI %

..glothes from ever ere-om closet, mom's and dad"-s drawers, Jbssica's doll .

houses' and even' oi toy box.

4

*Mom shouted; Robbie whY, are you washing all the clothes in the house?"
. , , ,

"-I am following the procedure you gave 4,-" said Robbie: ' ..',.-i ..- ..., ..

I thought about mom's .steps again. Of' c9u.rsel she had left .out some very
important directions. .

A . t 5 ,
.

j . .
Ithat did Mom doyroirs§? Can yins help us -tel:),Abbbie how tb malt), clothes?. , .. . . -

P Al I is 0 ,e

I
4 ,

.4 1

0 e
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SAMPLE ACTIVITY #11

Eli;ade: 3

4.

Performance Expectation(sl: Reocgnize Computer Instructions
1.1.2. Reid Instructions, Keyboards, Output

^

P tequisite(sji
4

Students shbuld-realizt that ,LOGO is a computer language" that 'uses coomands."
,:They.also'should have previously identilied steps to solve a problem or build

' a procedure.

'fiaterial(s):

"AI

Poster-board for chart, three sheets ,f graphing grid paper and a ruler fo.r\
eacf, student.

- .

,SoitwirefMaterials thak,could tie- Incorporated into Lesson:

Turtle 'Tricks:- An introductiop to Turtle Graphic's and Apple LOGO (activity
'Cards - Apple). r

"Apple LOGO (Apple)

)

PC:ttGOACIBM) t

TRS-8o-Cojor LOGO (Radio Shack) 0

LOGO:l..ArrltntroductIon (Barnett)

LOGO:Uras-.1% Activities for Apple LOGO (Aftle)
;LOGO Reference Flip Chart (Apple)
Exploring LOGO-Without a Computer .

Turtle Tricks: An Introduction to Turtle Graph cs add. Apple LOGO (Apple)

a

Time far Activity:

'Teaching-time twenty minutes; student-work time 20-25 minutes

Teacher Preparation:
.

Prepare the chart below. Prepare graph paper and develop procedures for
students to practice.

11. w

1. -Prepare a chart with the following commands, abbreviations, and examples:

Correct
Command Abg'i-"eviation Example

Clear screey CS
Show turtle
Forward

Back
Right
Left
Home.

ST,
FD

BK
RT

LT

CS
ST

FP 50

ax '60

Incorrect
Example

A

C S (cannot have space)
N u

FD50 (needs space
between FD and 50)

BK6O "

RT'00 . RT90, "

ST 'a.

.LT 45 LT45 "

-78- 89
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2. Draw a grid of the chalkboard or transparency for the'overheid projector.
Follow these commands on your grid:

.4

Clear Screen
Home'
Forward.3
Right 90
forward 3
Right 90
Forward 3
Right 90
Forward 3
Right 90

3. Give each student several pieces of graph paper. Ask them to ske the
above given comx0"(on their paper.:

4. Now ask students to use 8-Itraight edge_and draw a- large square around the
square already drawn on their paper. Stress that the small square must be
in the interior of the large square. After drawing the square, ask them
to write the procedure/steps you would have to use with LOGO. For
example: .

Clear Screen
.Home

Forward 5 (must .be larger than 3)
Right 90
Forward 5
Right 90.
Forward 5
Right 90
Forward 5
Right 90

5. On a separate sheet of grid paper ask students to sketch:

,

CS
Home
Rt 90
FD 2
Lt 90
FD 3
Rt 90
FD 7,

Rt 90
FD 3

Lt 90
*FD 2

saw

6. Make other procedures for students to follow. Eventually expand the
commands on the chart. Allow students to carry otit the same activities on
the computer.

-794
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SAMPLE ACTIVITY 012

Grade: 3

Performance ExpiCtation('s): 1.1.1. .Recognize'Computer Instructions
1.1.2.- Read Instructions, Keyboards, Output

14.3. Use Control Keys/Connands
1,1.5k Experiment as a User %)

1.1.6 . Respond to Error Messaies
1.4.2 Operate with Words/Symbols
3.2.1. Identify Applications

1

-Prerequisite(s): ,,

Familiarity of keyboard and knowledge of hovi to load a word processing

program. .1

Incorporated into the Lesson:Software/Materials that could be

Bank Street Writer (Apple, IBM), Homeword (Apple, IBM), Cut and Paste (App121)

Magic Slate:. The Word Processor that Grows With You (Apple), Computers: Fro;

Pebbles to Programs

Material(s): Word processing program

Time for Activity:

Teaching time twenty-five minutes; student Ark time twenty-five minutes.

Teacher Preparation: Be familiar with one elementary word processing program.

I. Discuss with students how the word processor can aid the writer,

scientist, doctor, lawyer, secretary, and student. Explain that with a

word procesior a student can write text rather than just prOgram or use

application programs on a computer.. Explain specific terms of the

particular word processing program used. For example:

Cursor
Text
Save
Edit t
Print
Delete

Introduce steps for writing in text.

a. Get in4ext mode.
b. Clear memory so.one starts out with "clear

c. Type in text.

slate.



A

Next get students to write a few short sentences in the text mode. For
example:

a. I love computers.
b. My. name is

c. I am a. famous writer.

After students have experimented with the word processing program, go over
more word processing commands (insert, underlide, etc.) in another lesson.

a

-81
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SAMPLE ACTIVITY f13

Grade: 4

Performapce Expectation(s): 1.1.2.- Read Instructions, Keyboards, and Outputs
1A2.1: Rationalize Information Proceising
1.3.1. Interpret'Algorithm/Flowchart
1.4.1. Recognize PrograMming Languages
1.4.2. Operate with Words and Symbols

Prerequisite(s): Students should have been introduced to LOGO.

Material(s): Chalkboard turtle and LOGO compasses.

Software/Materials that could be Incorporated into the Lessons:

Turtle Tricks: An Introduction'to Turtle Graphics and Apple LOGO (activity
Cards - Apple)

Apple LOGO. (Apple)
Dr. Logo (IBM) .-

,
.

PC LOGO (IBM)
TRS-80 Color LOGO (Radio Shack)
LOGO: An Introduction (Barnett) .

LOGO Cards: Activities for Apple LOGO (Apple).
LOGO Reference Flip Chart (Apple),
Exploring,LOGO Without a Computer

Time for Activity:

Teaching time twenty minutes; studegt work time 20-25 minutes.'

Teacher prfflparation: (1) Chalkboard Turtle - cut out cardboard isosceles

triangTe1-14-atatase and 5" high., Glue .a magnet pn back of the Plangle.
Draw a turtle on the front with the head of the turtle pointing to the
smallest angle. This will indicate the direction the turtle will Move,
(2) Individual compasses - have' students draw a 3" diameter circle on a 4"x7"
index card. Insttuct them to mark and label a line at every 45° interval. On

the bottom of each card draw a line 3" long and divide the line into equal
units of 10, beginning at zero and ending at 100. This line will represent
the distance the turtle moves in units of 10 (see example on next page),,
(3) teacher should prepare several procedures for students. to follOw.

.

1. Show students how to use the compass on the chalkboard.' Demonstrate the
..fo)lowing LOGO commands:
N\

FD 100 Rt 90* FD 200 Lt 45

-82-
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Put several commands together such as:

FD 100
Rt 90
FO 00
Rt 90
FD 1°0
Rt 90
fD 100

4

a

-

As students 'become mor4 familiar and tomfortab e using the compass, ma4,
the shapes they draw more challenging.

This is a good lead-in to using' LOGO on the computer

r

4

V

A

1.

4

a

4"
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SAMPLE AcTIVITY #14
1

1:1.1. Recognize Computer 4strUcti.an r-;
1 ;1.2. Read Instructiohst p,-10.04,1il' and Outpets
1.1.3. !fie Control KeysICOhitort0
1.1.,'.4. .'Sel,ilfcti,Use Written .eiources.

Experkaent .311,kser'l

Prerefluisites):
,

Students should be.familiar*with'aparati,on of the,,compOter and how toe Use the
,

Material(s).
. 1 1 , 1

Computer- with sufficient me6ry; S iligg prOgram sucli as 'Spell ill
Robert. Outs (ApP,e)(i'ittidblank dis s fcir stOring. new lepsons. ',.. '

,

Software/Materiaie that' could be InCorpOraie_ii ,into thtl-essolr
04 t

Shell Games (Apple),)4agic. $pel I'S (Apple)
;,

Time for,Acti-vlty:,
I

Ihirty:mi tes to one 'hour. fol.1,147st lesson; continued lessons lateri'
.

Teacher P ration:

-.Teacher' shoul ci be familiar with MO 'softWare, progr
a companying manual.; The teacher should then use
spel ling lessee) that 'includes the spell ing list fp

disk.

and &reading .thee
he authai mode 10'. create
the week. initialize a

Introduce the activity to the Class, by discussing how the software program
is set 4). Most software programs contain documentation to aid in this
introduction. Review.With the studentl.the directions for "authoringg, a
lessen. .A demonstration should be done in front of the class.

2. Allow each' student! time (Pater date possibly) to go through the spelling
lesson yea pretered.

3. Ask a. Pair of students to.gather
1

the spe,lling lesson fon'the next week.
These students will 'be expected- to follow he directions in the softWare
documentation.

a

.
s -

Continue these activities with stiapthevilup.teers prepaying lessons for
following weeks.' Encourage students to 'use spelling worm from other
pi:rject areas (language' arts, mathematics, Isctence, social studies).

el

a
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Grade: 5

SAMPLE ACTIVITY #15,

. .

Performance Expectation(s): 1.1.3. Use Control Keys and Commands

III

'1.1.5. Experiment as a User
;1.1.6. Respond to Error fiessa4es-

.

,

1.2.1. Rationalize. Information Processing
F # i .

Prerequisite(s):

Students should have been introduced to a simple word proceising program.'

71

Material(s):

Word processing program; maze transparency; transparent adhestye tape; AMAZING
DATA file.

Software/Materials that could be Incorporated into the Lesson:

Bank Street Writer, Cut & Paste, Homeword

Tine fOr Activity:. Class period

Teacher Preparation:

I

Using a.word processing program and a blank disk or cassette, create a screen
full of periods. 'Every character location, should contain a. period, from the
top of the screen to the bottom. Save this file under the name AMAZING` Make
a transparency of the maze and use overhead pen to draw a maze with ,a START
and' END.

1. Tell students that the computer cursor,is a small blinding square on the
monitor screen that indicates, where the next typed twit will appear.
Explain that evepy word processing program has a method of cursor movement
that allows the writer to edit or read selected parts of the text.

Next show students that some computers have special arrow.keys for Moving
the cursor while others require a cosbination of keys, often including the
CTRL key. The object of the "Amazing Cursor" activity is for students to
manipulate the cursor through the maze:

3. -Point out the keys needed for cursor movement on your computei=... Move the
cursor from top to botoom and side to side.

4. Demonstrate how to move the cursor raptdly. Explain that-on some programs
the REPEAT key is used; on others.a two- or three-key-combination is used;
and on others a particular key is depressed until the *sof** reaches .the
desired location.

411
,., Load the "Amazing File" and tape the transparency maze to the screen. ,

Make certain,theicursor is at the START position of your maze and the
periods are directly, under the lines of the maze. Tell students to move
the-cursor through the maze to reach the END position.

-85-
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6. Schedule timed. races to determine who can get through the%maze fastest --
both Oward and backviard. .i

7. Segd a letter to parents exPlain4hg your word processing projects for.,
ExploratorytompUter Literacy.

'8. iDesign a word processfng contract fors studernts. Design lessons 1-10 and

have students "tign-off'.as they complete the activities assigned.
.4

9. DeSign a certificate for students.als they complete various word processing
assignments or projects.

4,

4

.

a

a

4
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AIM

.. '4 ,.
.. i

Dear Parent:

I : Date, 198

V

Your son/daughter has completed lesson in
or word processing un31771Wrilligiriraile segment of our Exploratory
Computer Literacy Program in our school. Our goals for computer literacy are
as folloWs:

The student will -feel confident about using computers.

The student will know how the computer can .be used as a tool for
problem solving and Ilecisioo making.

The studeilt will be. aware. of; appreciate.and understand the fUnctighs
and impact of computers in daily life.. -

The student will recognize the limitations as well as the usefulnets
of computer technology in advancing hUman. welfare.

The student will Arecognize educational and career opportunities
related to the specific and general uses of computers..

Three cheers. for
. 1 :

Sincerely,
r

y.
Teacher

#
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a

11.

IIMA WORD PkOCESSING EXPERT!

a

.

iastaxerraarraparrarsastaaasaaasaa
aramo aassaamailutarkan

This is presented to
in word processing.

I

I

DATE

SIGNATURE

for completing lesson

-89-
100



Name

ts4

WORD PROCESSING CONTRACT

Lesson 1

Lesson 2'

Lesson 3

Lesson 4

Lesson 5
41.

Lesson 6

Lesson 7

I

Date Started

-90-
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POTPOURRI Of WORD PROCESSING APPLICATION IDEAS

Once.students.gaivproficiency,as word processoft, it is' important to keep
them motivated by continually offering new applications. Motivation. for word
processing can be'given to theistUdent by offering him/hePurdal world"
opportunities to.use: these skills. Listed below are a few activities to offer
students.

I. Initiated newsletter for the student's mathaatics (social' studies, etc.)
class.

(-
2. Encourage students to write articles to their school newspaper.

3. EstablOsh a pen pi111t for students.

4. Encoura4 students to do repo. writing wfth the word processor.

5. Encolirage. a business letter writing campaign to a political figure,
parents, ortpecial interest groul).

6. Set up a creative writing bullet% board. 4

7. Elicit student help in typing parent flyers_ regarding school lunches,
special events, or units covered in class.

.

8. Encourage word processing ",experts" to tutor their peophyte classmates.



1

Grade 5\

.Perrformance\Expectation(s): .1.1.1. Recognize CoApater Instructions

..SAMPLE..ACTIVITY #16
.

. I

4

4

.

Prerequisites): Some knowledge of BASIC commands

14aterial(s): Chalkboard and colored.chalk (oppival)

Software Mater als that could be Incor,.rated-into the Lesson: BASIC fP"
eg nners p e ot ng an logramm ng llven ures o e Lollipop

Dragon; Teaching. BASIC Bit Ay. Bit; Memory: The First Step in Problem Solving
(IBM)

Time for Activity: 'Class period

Teacher Preparation: Review lesson .

A

4

4

Playa game simulating a BASIC program. 'Draw twp large eectangles on the

.blackboard and label them C (for counter) and F$ (for food item). The

question, "What do you want at the market ? ". asked to create a shopping

list. The answer is given and the values in the rectangles change each

time "C=C+1" is called until eight responses have been given. )

Convert this to a program in _BASIC:

10 .C=0
20 PRINT "WHAT DO YOU. WANT AT THE MARKET?"

30 INPUT F$
40 LET C=C+1
50 PRINT Co F$
60 IF C4C 8 fHEN GOTO 20
70 END

dOtAnie,r

ar.

F$

Food 1ter

-92-
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Grade: 6

SAMPLE ACTIVITY #17

Performance Expectations ?: 5.1.2. Identify Careers that Involve Comps ters

Prerequisite(s): None

Material (s AN'

S

4

Career education materials (magazines, newsletters, books), COMPUTek CAR
(by the editors of Consumer Guide), or a similar text.

Software/Materials that -could be Incorporated into .the Lesson:

What Can She Be? A Computer Scientist, Computer Carders Handbook, Computers
in Your Life-

Time for Activity: Class period

Teacher Preparation:

Collect materials. Duplicate the following sheet to hand out. eiReview a
computer careerstextv

1. -Introduce Le lesson by asking students
their job and how they use them. Have'st

if their parents use computers in
is sbrainstoreva list of

different careers-that use computers. Write this list on the board or on
a bulletin board. rab- f

2. Design a follow-up worksbeet with matching career-positions and job
descriptions.

, *

, 1
. .

.

. 3. Invite a computer person to visjt your class and discuss how computers
make his/her work more productive.

2 4. Ask students to take a 5was index card and write a job description. Add
this to the bulletin board started in Step 1.

5. Tell students to scan the Sunday Cl sifi Ads for computer related jobs.
Add these to your bulletin boards.

6. Design a semester project on the different computer careers. Ask students

to do part (or all) of the project on the word processor.

7. "Brainstorm" the different ways thit computers can be used in the school
system: Ask the principal to list the wkys he foresees a computer in the
school. Examples: Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI), school
registration, budget, inventory, attendance, library services, -

computer - managed (CMI), ordering, "standardized testing, letters,
bulletins, reports, personnel services, guidance arid counseling, word
piocessing data base/recordkeeptng, grading, etc.

P
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CAREERS THAT INCLUDE COMPUTERS-

Data 'entry Operators
Computer Terminal Operators
Computer and Peripheral Equipment Operators
Data Output Equipment Operators
Cuter Service Technicians
Programmers .

Systems Analysts
Data Communications Specialists
Documentation Specialists
Data Control Clerks
Librarians
Electronic Data Processing (EDP) Managers
Project Leaders
Data Base Administratori
Manufacturer Sales Representatives
Other Computer Sales
EDP Auditors

I.

I

Computer Security Specialists .

.

EDP Training Specialists I .

Computer Consultants
Technical Writers .

-College Professors
'Computer Design (Chemists, Physicists, Mathematicians, Engineers, Tecipiciana
Computer Manufacturers
Word Processing Personnel. A

Hardware Technicians .

Software Writers 4 .

WHO HIRES COMPUTER PEOPLE

Government
Service Industries
Manufacturing
Finance Companies
Insurance Companies
Real Estate Companies
Wholesale and Resale Trade Companies
Transportation Companies
CommunicatioA--

*Public Utilities ,

Agriculture Businesses.
Forestry
Fitheries

-Mining
Construction

6r.

(

a
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410 . SAMPLE ACTIVITY #18.

Grader. 6'
.

Performance ExPectation(s) :. 2.1.2. Create a Program from a Flowchart

Prerequisite(s): Stddents should have been introduced to flowcharts

Material (s):. Flowchart worksheets
0

. Software/Materials that could be Incorporated into the Lessons:

BASIC for Beginners (Apple), Computer Tutor Jr., Teaching BASIC--Bit by Bit

Time for Activity: One class period
a

4 Teacher Preparation. Prepare worksheets

IP,

1. Introduce students to-the various flowchart symbols: Write several steps,
on the board and ask students to put the steps in the torrect order. Next
tell them to build, a, flowchart for.the 'problem.

.

a. Turn the water on
b.' Hook up the hose to the faucet connection
c; Put soap on the sponge '

d. Rinse the car
e. Buy detergent,and sponges

Build more probTeM,steps,for the following:

a. Washing.your hair
b. Baking. chocolate chip cookies
c. 'Doing your science homework
d. Writtgg a report for English
e. Bootingthe microcomputer
f. Uiing an applicattpn5 software program
g. Using LOGO

3. ASk the Ntudents to'build-Orflowchart for the above problem steps.

. Design Flowchart Sheets like the following sheet.

4

MP

JO 6
-95-
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FLOWCHART. ACTIVITIES

'Read the problem steps below. "Decide if the problem is a sequence or a
repetiticin. Next decide which type of flowchaft. you -must use.

Problem A: Feeding Your Fish

Get fish food/open container/pour in aquarium-

Problem B: Belying a Skateboard

Save money/enough money to buj skateboard?

You must name steps for these last sentences:

. .
.

Problem C: Styling Your Hair

Problem D: Callingyour beit friend on the telephone when the line may be

bi...M.

r
4,



The materials listed
Activitief4Section.

.' the ttein is software
.

. f .

SW, Apple LOGO; .L

r

.

REFERENCES

below Shave been referenced in the Sugpested Sample
The coding preceding.the resource item designates that
(SW), printed materials (PM); or audiovisuals (AV).

. - .

OGO tomputer System,' Inc; Apple
1

.

PR- Apple LOGO; (Maddox &:Timko. ctivity-cards .

SW Bank Street Writeri Scholas c; Apple, IBM

SW BASIC for Beginners; SI; Apple

SW

PR, CompOterareers Handbook; Connie, Winkler

PR_ Compuiptv Parade; D'Ipnizio;'Creative Computing

Bumble Games; The Learning-So.; Apple

PR Computer Tutor Jr.;'Sandra.l4arkle; SBA Products

. AV

q

omputers for Kids; Larson; Creative Computing Press-(TRS-80)

Computers: From Pebbles to Programs

PR' ,Compdiers in .Your Life; Thomas Crowell

C.YherLOGO Turtle; Cybertroniis International, Inc.; IBM.

Cut & Paste; Electronic Arts, Apple' .

ill Delta Drawing, Spinnaker Software Cdrporat

PR Don't (or Now to Care for, Your Computer); A.*
Pe11er9

ii 106,
- .r

SW

d) "

,I

SW

SW

SW

PR 11.072139Exlorit; K-12 MicroMedia; Apple (cards and sample

4.

Hawthorne, N.J.

Dr. LOGO: Digital Resedrch Inc.; IBM

Early Games Music: Counterpoint Software inc.; Apple, IBM

Early Games Piece of Cake; Counterpoint Software Inc.; Apple, IBM
A

.

PR Exploring LOGO Without a Computer; Addison-Wesley

.
SW Exploring the PC; BM demo IBM

- SW E-2 LOGO; MECC; A le

SW Gertrude's Puzzles; jhe Learning Co.; Apple

-67.
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SCI Gertrude's Secrets; The Learning .Co.; Apple

4 .

SW Getting Staled witill6GO; MicroMedia Publisher; Apple
,

SW Facematere; MOsekoitware;Apple .

SW Homeword; Sierra 9n -Line; Apple, IBM

SW IBM Education Demo; 1811 Corporation; IBM

SW Juggles' Rainbow. The Learning Co.; Apple

PR 'Katie' & the Comiuter; D'ignazio;Sreative Computing

SW LVaOyliM Corporation; IBM

SW LOGO; Krell Software Corporation, Apple

PR LOGO: A Problem SolVtnp Approach; Turtle*Enterprises-
.

I.

Pk' LOGO Cards: Activities for Apple LOGO; Scott"Foresman.& Co.
. ...

PR LOGO Discoveries! Margaret Madre; Creative Publications
. .

r
PR LOGO Lessons: Ideas for the Classroom; MicroMedia

_4--,PR LOGO Reference Flip Cart; Scott Forman & Co.; Apple

.

FR LOGO Task-Cards i Visual Masters; CoMputer Skill Builders

SW Memory: the first Step in. ProbleolSOlving; Sunbutiii, IBM
# , J

SW Magic Slate: The Word Processor that Grows With You; Troll Micro; Apple
. .

.

SW Mimic Spells; NicroEd1 Apple

PR it Friend - The Computer; Rice;enison Publishers

PR 1,2,3...My Celnputer and Me; Reardon; Apple

SW PC LOGO; IBM Corporation; IBM

SW Rocky's Boots; The Learning Co.; Apple

SW Shell Games; ApOli Corporation; Apple

SW Spelling Strategies; Behavioral Epgineering;Apple

t SW Sticky Bear ABC; Xerox, Apple, IBM

SW. Sticky Bear Numbers; Xerox, Apple, IBM

tl
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SW Stich Bear Shapes; Xerox, Apple, IBM

PR Teaching BASIC--Bit By Bit; Friedman & Slesnick
I

SW. The Voitet. Muse Software; Apple

Sid TRS-80 Color LOGO; Radio Shack Co.; Radio Shack

110

PR Turtle Tricks:. An Introduction to Turtle Grelp4c i-Apple LOGO:
"Activity Cards

"I

;

4
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EXPLORATORY, COMPUTER LITERACY FRAMEWORK

C*UTER LITERACY FRAMEWORK (EXPLORATORY COWONENT)

--(Mote: The K -6 performance expectations are indicated in upper case.)

GOALS: The student will feel, confident about usin c
4

g ompute

'. The tudent will know how the computer can be used' s a tool for .

*oblem solving and decision making.

The studs t. will be awaraf, appreciate, and understand the functions

and impact Of computert daily life.

The student will recognize the limitations'as well as the usefUlness
of computer (science) technology in advancing human welfare. 4'.

a

The student will recognize educational and career opportunities
related_to the specific and general uses (application) of computers.

I. The student will feel confideilt about using computers.

A. Demonstrations of confidence implies ability to use the computer.

1. Interact with a prepackaged computer program.

(GRADE 3 EXPECTATION; THE STUDENT RECOGNIZES THAT A COMPUTER

NEEDS INSTRUCTIONS TO OPERATE.)

(GRADE.3 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT READS INSTRUCTIONS, THE

KEYBOARD, AND OUTPUT.)

(GRADE 3 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT USES BASIC CONTROL KEYS AND

COMMANDS.)

(GRADE .6 EXPECTATION: THESTUDENT SELECTS AND USES APPROPRIATE.

RESOURCES (MANUALS) FOR OPERATING THE COMPUTER.)

(GRADE 6 EXPECTATION:. THE STUDENT EXPERIMENTS WITH PROGRAMS AS A

_USER.)

(GRADE 6 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT TAKES APPROPRIATE ACTION IN

RESPONSE TO ERROR MESSAGES INUSING PREPACKAGED PROGRAMS)

2. Identify the fact that information is processed according to a set

of predefined computer rules: organize, coded, given meaning and

transmitted.

(GRADE %EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT GIVES REASONS FOR PROCESSING

INFORMATION.)
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(GRADE 6 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT DETERMINES THE STRUCTURAL
COMPONENTS OF INFORMATION PROCESSING, E.G., ORGANIZING, CODING,
PROCESSING AND REPORTING..)

(GRADE 6 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT SEQUENCES THE STEPS REQUIRED IN
A PROCESS.)

(GRADE 12 EXPECTAT THE STUDENT RECOGNIZES THAT*COMPUTERS'

PROCESS INF BY'SEARCNING, SORTING, DELETING, UPDATING,
SUMMARIZING, ST INC ETC

. . a'
3. Identify the fact that ke communicate.with computers through

specific symbols and w

(GRADE 8 EXPECTATION: pig STUDENT RECOGNIZES THAT PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGES ARE USED TO GIVE INSTRUCTIONS TqCOMPUTERS.)

(GRADE 8 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT RECOGNIZES WORDS OR SYMBOLS
THAT OPERATE THE COMPUTER.)

4. Use computer languages (e.g., BASIC PASCAL, LOGO
assembler/machine languages.) \ e

N.

a. Develops good program* style (includes logical structure,
documentation readability, efficiency, elegance).

b. Selects and uses appropriate utility programs.

B. Develop positive attitudes aid behaviors toward computers

(GRADE 6 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT DEMONSTRATES POSITIVE ATTITUDES
AND BEHAVIORS TOWARD COMPUTERS IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS:

1) SEEKSWORK.OR.RLAY WITH COMPUTERS.

2) DESCRIBES PAST EXPERIENCES WITH COMPUTERS WITH
POSITIVE-AFFECT WORDS LIKE FUN, EXCITING, CHALLENGING, .

ETC.)

II. The student will understand how a computer can be used as a tool for
problem solving and decision making.

A. Explains what a simple algorithm/flowchart accomplishes, i.e.,
interpret, generalize, and disaiss applications.

(GRADE-8 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT INTERPRETS, GENERA4140 440
DISCUSSES APPLICATIONS OF A SIMPLE ALGORITHM/FLOWCHART)

B. Uses a c tation/inforpation system (iomputer or computer system) to

solve simp e problems and make decisions.

(GRADE 8 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT. TRANSLATES A SIMPLE
ALGORITHM/FLOWCHART INTO A PROGRAMJ
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(GRADE 12 'EXPECTATION: THE STUDEN DEVELOPS AN. ALGORITHM FOR :,

SOLVING A SIMPLE PROBLEM. AND /OR TO SOLVE A SET OF SIMILAR
PROBLEMS.)

III. The student will be aware of, appreciate
impact of computers in daily life.

d understand the functions and

MIO

A. Functions are treated at two differe t.levels:

I. Identification of basic operations of computer systems including
identification of input, memory, control, arithmetic and output
components.

(GRADE 3 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT IDENTIFIES THE INPUT AND OUTPUT
UNITS.)

(GRADE 6 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT DESCRIBES THE FUNCTIONS OF THE
'INPUT, OUTPUT, AND CPU COMPONENTS.)

(GRADE i EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT DESCRIBES THE FUNCTIONS OF THE
INPUT, OUTPUT, CPU, ARITHMETIC, AND MEMORY COMPONENTS.)

(GRADE 8 EXPECTATIe THE STUDENT INVESTIGATES ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS AND THE R FUNCTIONS.)

.

Z. Recognition and use of the data processing, process control, and
information storage and retrieval applications in business and

'industry, government, education, healtft antisocial services,
recreation, creative arts, etc.

(GRADE 6 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT IDENTIFIES COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT, EDUCATION,
HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, RECREATION, CREATIVE ARTS, ETC.)

B. Impact is treated in relation to how computers affect employment,
public surveillance, privacy of individuals, progress and culture,.
personalization/impersonalization, regulatory and enforcement
functions, and daily relationships with people, agencies,
organizations, etc.

I. Values efficient information processing.

2. Understands advantages and disadxantages of routine tasks.

3. Appreciates economic benefits of computerization for society,

4. Values increased communication and availability of information
made possible through computer use.

(GRADE 6 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT VALUES INCREASED COMMUNICATION
AND AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION1DADE POSSIBLE THROUGH COMPUTER
USE.) '1

5. Understands that computers can be used to effect the distribution
and use of economic and political power,ain criminal and other
antisocial activities, to change society in undesirable ways.
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III.

i

The student will be aware of, appreciate, and unddrstand the functions and
impact of gomputers in daily life.

k

A. Functions are treated at two different levels:,

I. Identification of basic operations of computer systems including
identlification of tnput,.memory, control, arithmetic and .output

-components.

(GRADE 3 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT IDENTIFIES THE INPUT AND OUTPUT
UNITS.)

(GRADE.6 EXPECTATION: THE-STUDENT DESCRIBES THE FUNCTIONS OF THE
INPUT, *OUTPUT, AND CPU COMPONENTS.)

(GRADE 8 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT DESCRIBES THE FUNCTIONS OF THE
INPUT, OUTPUT, CPU, ARITHMETIC, AND MEMORY COMPONENTS.)

(GRADE 8 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT INVESTIGATES ELECTRONIC
CMONENTS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS.)

2.. Recognition and use of the data processing, process control, and
information storage and retrieval applications in business and
industry, government, educationvhealth and social services,
recreation, creative arts, etc.

(GRADE 6 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT IDENTIFIES COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT, EDUCATION,
HEALTH AND SOCIAL, SERVICES, RECREATION, CREATIVE ARTS, ETC.)

B. Impact is treated in relation to how computers affect employment,
public surveillance, privacy of individuals, progress and culture,
persdnalization/impersonalization, regulatory and enforcement
functions, and daily relationships with people, agencies,
organizations, etc.,

I. Values efficient information processing.

2. Understands advantages and disadvantages of routine tasks. .

3. Appreciates economic benefits of computerization for society.

4. Values increased communication and availability of information
made possible through,computer use.

(GRADE 6 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT VALUES INCREASED COMMUNICATION
AND AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION MADE-POSSIBLE THROUGH COMPUTER
USE.)

Understands that computers dan be used to effect the distribution
and use of economic and political power, in criminal and other
antisocial activities, to change society in undesirable ways..



Identifies specific application's 0/Computer science and
technology in' medicine, ylw enfolicement,- education; engineering, .

business', transportation, military, recreation, government,
library, creative arts, etc.

C. ,Understang that technology differs from science inithat the aim of
technology involves the means of Aiding and doing useful things
while the aim of science it the development of knowledge and
understanding.

(GRADE 6 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT KNOWS HOW ELECTRONIC TE CHNOLOGY
EVOLVED.)

IV. The, student will recognize the
computer technology.

A. Recognize disadvantages of
`limitations, costs.

limitations as well as the usefulness of

computers as tools -,,'dependeticy,

(GRADE S EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT LISTS AT LEAST THREE
LIMITATIONS OF (pNNTERS.)

Identify major applications of computers for information storage and
retrieval, simulation andmodeling, quality or process control end
decision making, computation, data processing.

(GRADE 8 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT SEQUENCES THE STEPS REQUIRED IN
A PROCESS.)

(GRADE 12 EXPEATION: THE STUDENT RECOGNIZES THAT COMPUTERS
PROCESS INFORMATION BY SEARCHING, SORTING, DELETING, UPDATING,
SUMMARIZING, STORING, ETC.)

C. Investigate major applications of computers for information storage
and retrieval, simulation and modeling, quality or process control and
decision making, computation, data processing.

The student will recognize educational and career opportunities related to
.the specific, and general (application) of computers.

A. Support services: e.g., data entry, word processing, computer
operations personnel, etc.

Technical services; e.g., programmer, analyst,
equipment maintenance and repair personnel, etc.

C. Scientific personnel: _e.g., computer scientist
computer engineer, etc.

data processer,

electrical engineer,

D. Computer skilled/applications personnel integrated with another
-category or career.



4

The following expeitations are applicableto V. A-Lie,

`(GRADE 3 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT IDENTIFIES SUPPORT SERVICE, .

TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC CAREEgSAN'THE COMMUNITY AND.STATE THAT
INVOLVE COMP1TERS.) 4

9.

(filikDr6 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT IDENTIFIES NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL. CAREERS THAT INVOLVE COMPUTERS.)k%
(GRADE 8 EXPECTATION: THE STUDENT CQMPARES EDUCATIONAL,
REQUIREMENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES .FOR CAREERS THAT INVOLVE.
COMPUTERS.).

lip
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APPENDIX B

GLOSSARY OF

ACRONYMS



AI Artificial Intelligence - leis a brinch of coWputer science dealing
with the development of machines capable of carrying out functions
normally associated with human intelligenCi such as learning,
reasoning, self-correction, and adaptation.

BASIC. Beginners' All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction _code - This is
used in most microcomputers. A

BIT Binary digit - The smallest unit of computer information.
ER can specify either a one or a zero.

a language

A single

CAI" Computer-Assisted Instruction 4 This is the union of programmed
Tnstructan and interactive computer systems capable of providing four
types of CAI: drill.and-practice, problem solving;-tutorial and
simulation.

CBE Computer-Basbd Eciiiation - A collective term embracing Computer- --

Assisted Instruction and Computer-Managed Instruction.

CMI Computer- Managed Instruction - This is a recordkeeping function of a
computer that giiis and stores student. scores, level of skills, and
resources used.

CPU Central Processing Unit - This is the brain of the computer which
rEontrolswhat the computer does, defined by a sequence of instructions
known as a program.

CRT Cathode Ray Tube - This is a television-like display screen that uses
ZathodeTays to exhibit readable characters or graphic information.
It is also known as.a monitor.

DOS Disk _Operating System - This is a collection of programs which can
'facilitate the use of a disk drive.

FORTRAN Formula Translator - This early high-level language was devised for
numerical computations, and although it is somewhat complex and
obsolete, it is still one of the most widely used programming
languages in scientific environments. Whereas BASIC can be

- Interpreted, FORTRAN requires a compiler.

I/O °Input/Output - Having input and output capabilities,

K An abbreviation for 1024 bytes...approximately one kilo or 1000.

LISP List Processing - This is a widely used programming lauage in
Wilfrcial intelligence research'.

LSI Large Scale Integration - This refers to the tens of thousands of
microscopic Telectronic circuits that are crowded onto a square .

measuring less than 1/8 inch on each side.
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MODEM Modulator/Demodulator - This device allows communications between
.computers over phone lines. It translates the computers digital
signals into audio signals and then back again for the receiving
computer. An acoustic coupler sends and receives its signals directly
through the mouthpiece and earpiece of the phone, whereas the
direct-connect modems send and receive through wire cdnnections to the
phone.

PLATO Programmed Logic fot Automated TeachingThnrations - This computer-
Fased educiiional syiiim invdives a very-large computer with 4000
terminals that can be located anywhere in the world. A unique
features of PLATO is that its monitors have a touch sensitive screen
that can make responses to a touch made by a i'inger or a special pen.

Random Access Memory - The Computer's general purpose memorY#
Tometimiscallid read/write memory. RAM may be written to or read
from by the Central Processing Unit. Information on RAM is usually
volatile; that is it disappears when lifter to the computer is turned
off.

ROM Read Only Memory - This is a memory in whith iWtegrated circuits are
programmedwith special systems programs or a simple set pf
instructions which are stored once, usually by the manufacturer', mut
cannot be. changed. The data can be read from ROM to the CPU but
cannot be written into.
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ACOUSTIC COUPLER (acoustically- coupled modem)

A 4evice used for computer communication over a phone line. It is a

.connecting device that sends and, receives computer signal directly through
the mouthpiecelnd earpiece of the phone.

ADDRESS

'The physical lodation_of a word in the c uterss memory or of a record on

a disk.

Artificial Intelligence

A branch of computer science dealing wit!) the development of machines
capable of carrying out functions norm4PY associated with human

*- -intelligence such as learning, reasoning, self *corrections and adaptation.

ALGORITHM

A step-by-step procedure, often exiiressed in mathematical terms, for
solving a problem or obtaining a particular result.

ALPHA-NUMERIC CHARACTERS

Charicters represented either ALPHA-betically, NUMERICally, or using ogler

print characters. For example: A B C D-E F 1 2 3 4 5 * +

APPLICATION

The use of a computersyitem to accomplish a specific,goar

APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE

-Programs designed to instruct the computer to perform real-life talk's (s

seftware).

ARITHMETIC/I:06C UNIT

This element of the computer performs the basic, data manipulations :I

central processor. It can perform arithmetic functions and logic-

operations.

ARRAY

iA set of numb'e or other entities speCiiically ordered. The elements of

an array cart be referred to by their position In the set. These arrays

are indicatedrin many languages by subscripted variables, such as A(X),
,

where X is the subscript,

I
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE Abbreviated as Al.
. 0

' It is a branch of computer science dealing with the development of
machines capable of carrying out function4 normally associated'with human'
intelligence such as learning, reasoning, self - correction, and adaptation.

.

ASCII CHARACTERS (pronounced "is keA

A standard binary codtlising,ft bits to'represent.128 character types
(2 = 128). It is an:acronym'for American.Standard.Code fbr Information
Interchange. Most small computers avid terminal.productsr support -only a
subset off the full ASCII:character definition. This includes upper- and
lower-case alphabetic characters, numbers, and kset of special symbols.

ASSEMBLER or ASSEMBLY' LANGUAGES

Translator languages that allow instructions to the Central Processfng
Unit (CPU) to be created without having to be in binary.code form (also
known as machine languages). These languages use mnemonic names to stand
for one or more machine language instructions' An assembly languaie is a
"shorthand' method for avoiding the tedious Use of long strings of ones
and zeros found in the machine language.

AYHOR oar AU/WIRING LANGUAGES

Oft

These are high-level languages that allow the user to program without
havihg much knowledge of a computer language. Some author languages
(e.g., PILOT) determine programming needs through the user's responses to
a series of questions and the provide an apOropriat3 formatted program.

BASIC

An acronym for "Beginners A1E-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code." It can
be used with almost all microcomputers.

BATCH PROCESSING /

This usually refers to the use of punched cards (instead of a computer
terminal). to input information and rOn, a program on the computer.

BAUD

the measure of.the speed that information can be communicated between two
devices. If the data are in the form of alphabetical characters, then' 300
baud usually corresponds to about 30 .characters per second. It is
technically the phmber,of tilts ,ransmitted or received per second. Also
called baud rate.

BINARY

The binary counting system refers to .the number system with"a base of two.
It also refers to the concept of having only two choices: on and off (or
0 and 1).

1
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BIT

- The smallest unit o# computer infOrmation. It is an acronym for binary

digit. A single bit can specify either a one or a zero.

-BOOT

An abbreviation for "bootstraps which is the process of loading the
operating system of a computer into main memory and starting its'

operltions.

BREAK

BUG

To interrupt a computation or program and return the computer control to a

user.

Aft error in the computer program. A programming error is called a

software bug. and a malfunction or design error Is called a hardware b(g.

%Debugging isthe system 9f eliminating the program erirkors.

,BUS or BUSS
1

A set of wiresand connections that is used to transfer information
between various computer components: central-processing unit (CPU),

input/output parts, terminals, and interfaces.

BYTE .
.1

.

Usually an eight-bit unit that by various combinations of O's and l's

represents both text and control characters in computer code.. It can

represent either an alpha-numeric character or a number in the range of 0

to 255. ,

'CARDS
; .

t. )
4

,

Printed7c rcuit boards. Also reefers to punched cards.

CARD READER '

$

A device ,which reads punched/marked cards or forms as an initial step in

computerprocessing.

'CASSETTE IAPES

Audio tapes used'for.storing programs or data for some miirocomputers.

The cassette system can be compared to a disk. system.

CATHODE RAY TUBE (CRT)

A CRT Js a televiiiOn -like AisplaS screen that uses cathode rays to

exhibit readable characters or graphic information. It is also known as a

monitor.

a

4
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CENTRAL PROCVUING UNIT (CPU)

This is the brain'of the computer which controls what the computer does,
defined by a sequence of instructions known as a. program.

CHIP

A small, flat piece of siliCon. on which electronic circuits' are etched.
Usually 1/4" 0.1/4" in shape.

COBOL

r This is-an acronym for Common. Business -griented Language. It is one of
the standard sets of languages most oftelrused on largecomputer systems.
It is geared toward business applications and is beginning to make an
appearance on personal computers that have a business orientation.

CODE

A synonym for computer program: therefore, a programmer generates code.

COMMAND

The request to the computer that is executed as soon as it is,rece4ved.

NICATIONS NETWORK

This is formed when several individual computers are connected-so that
files or messages can basent back and forth between both larls
information systems and Individual users.

COMPILEN

A program that converts one elmputer language into another, in order to
store it for later use. It Melly refers to. a (program that translates, a
higher-level language into a colrer's machine language.'

COMPUTER

An electronic device that manipulates symbolic information according to a
list of precise (and limited) instructions called a program.

COMPUTER-ASSISTD INSTRUCTION

CAI is the union _of programed instruction and interactive computer
systems capable of providing several types of CAI: drill and,practice,
problem solving-, tutorial, and simulation.

COMPUTER LANGUAGE.

An artificial language thafp#was designed to allow communicati
human, beings and computer systems.

I ;
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COMPUTER LITERACY

This term is usually,used to mean the general range of skills and
understanding needed to function elfectively in a society that is
-increasingly more dependent on comlbter and information' technology.

COMPUTER- MANAGED INSTRUCTION .

Abbreviated as CMI, it' is a recordkeeping functipnof a computer.that
gives and stores student scores, level of skills, and resource used,.

COMPUTER SYSTEM

The commuter .system *composed of four basic e'ements:

I. I/O (InputiOUtput system). Shunts chunks of 0's and

2.. CPU (Central Processing'Unit). Adds chunks of 0's and l's,

3. Memory. Holds groups: of and 0's in .temporary or perman40 form.

4. Control Unii. Mastermind for I/O CPU, and Memory.

COURSEWARE

Computer programs used for instruction, along with manuals, workbooks and

other supporting materials.

CPU

This is the brain of the computer which controls what the computer does,

depned by a sequence of instructions known as a program.

CRT

A television-like display screen that uses cathode rays to exhibit

readable characters or graphic information. It is also known as a

monitor.

CURSOR

The indicator of position, that is seen on a video display screen, which

can be moved by various commands such as left, right, up or down.

DATABASE 4

The large collection of related data that is usually in several files. It

is generally accessible by the computer which is commonly said to be

on-line.

DEBUG

To find and eliminate errors in a computer program. It is also used in

reference.to fixing electronic circuitry.
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DECK

The collection of punched Cards that are used in batch processing.

DIRECTORY

DISK

A list of the files stored on a peripheral storage device, like a disk.
they are usually obtained through the operating system program.

A memory device. A flat, circular plate on whiCh digital information can-
be stored and retrieved magnetically.

DISK DRIVE Or MAGNETIC !mu DRIVE

kperipheral device-for the storage of programs and other infOrmation-on
either floppy disks. or hard disks.. Floppy. disks are thin flexible plastic
tapes with a magnetic recording surface.' The floppies are more reliable

. than the simple audio tapes, but hold less information and operate more
slowly'than hard *disks. Hard disks are made of. aluminum and' are coated
with a'magnetic recording surface. On large 'computer systems, these are
the most compon.form of storage due to the amount of information they can
hold, the speed' at which they operate, the ease at which the information
can be accessed,.and their reliability.

DISK OPERATING SYSTEM

Abbreviated as DOS, it is a collection of programs which can facilitate
use of a disk drive.

DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING NETWORKS

The connections between a central comOuter and remote computers where data
are transmitted to the central computer (uploading) for complex peocessing
land then sent back to the remote computer (downloading) for review and
further processing. This is similar to timesharing in that the
disttibuted processing networks share the cost)and time of the expensive
central computer.

DOCtENTATION

The collection of manuals and instructions that explain the proper use and
possible applications of a given piece of hardware or software.

DOT,-MATRIX PRINTER

A printer that uses a small array of dots to- represent a course image of
the characters printed. Most dot-matrix printers which print uppercase

4"4"' characters only use a 5 by 7,matrix of dots to represent each character.
The printers that are,CapabTe of uppercase and lowercase printing usually
use a 7 by 9 matrix 0# dots to .represent a full set of alphabetic
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characters. The high-resolution dot-matrix devicesike the irikjet or

precision impact printers which can assemble characters from matrices of

30 by 50 dots that may overlap, are the ultimate in dot-matrix technology.

11N. DOWNTI4E

- The length of time that a computer or device is not working or is

malfunctioning,,-

DRILL Ago PRACTICE

After a udent "logs on," the computer presents them with prescribed

exercise and records the results. The instrator sometimes can retrieve

statistics on-student's progress.

Ne TERMINAL.
4

This is an input/output device that does not use an internal CPU. These

require host computers for operation, whereas intelligent terminals have

small internal central processing units to handle the terminal's functions

and communications,

ELECTROSTATIC PRINTING

athis process, an image is made on a suitable, speclalfpurpose4

conductive paper by discharging a spark between the printhead electrode

and the paper. The spark marks the surface layer of the paper by changing

the appearance from a reflective silvery color to the dark color of the

underlying layers of the paper. ,

EXECUTE

To run a program, using the instructions given.

FIRMWARE

The programs that have been wired into the computer by ti e manufacturer.

FLOATING POINT BASIC

A form of BASIC language that allows the use of decimal numbers.

Following calculations, the decimal point "floats".to Phew position, as

required, giving the term it name.

FLOWCHART

FONT

A chart to show the sequence and branching of a particular procedure.

This-is used frequently in the design of computer programs.

#The set
EBCDIC,
machines

Images associated with a given character set like. ASCII,

the special-purpose sets used in computerized typesetting

Ike those used for magazines. A typical font for computer

L.

4)
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output from an impact printer might be one which duplicates the font of a
standatd typewriter. For a low-resolution dot-matrix printer, the font
might be a program in the printer's read-only memory which translates each
ASCII code into a visual representation as a, matrix of dots.

FORTRANS FORmula TRANslator

This early, but still current, high- level, language was devised for
numerical computations, and although it is somewhat complex and obsolete,
it is still one of the most widely used programming languaget in
.scientific environments. Whereas BASIC can be interpreted, FORTRAN
requires a c filer.

GRAPHICS

The techniques of creating visual images by using a Computer. Black and
white or color television display units are used with personal computes.
The graphic displays can be used to display the, normal letters, numbers
and special symbols of a character set, and some personal computers have
the ability to draw pictures instead of using words for interactions.

HANDSHAKING

By using this method, two differint computer systems.(or a computer and a
- peripheral device) can coordinate communication through some form of
intercontiection. A key part of this process is the ability to send
messages about the status of thetommunications link,As well as messages
that are part of the intended informationc

-HARDCOPY

The graphic images that are recorded on paper so they are readable by
humans, for later reference.

HARDWARE

More properly called computer hardware, it is a collection of physical
devices which make up a computer system.

HEXADECIMAL

A number system that uses the base sixteen (2 raised to the fourth power),
'for its representation of integers. In computers which use byte-sized (8
,bit) units omemory, this base provides a more convenient, external,
humanly-readable representation of internal data, This base takes two
digits from the set of numeric characters 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5., 7, 8, 9,
and the six letters A., B, C, D, E, F to represent the same number in
binary form.
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HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGE

Languages such as FORTRAN, BASIC, COBOL, LOGO, APL, and many others. that

use English-like commands to keep the user from having to use machine code

to communicate with the central processing unit. Typically, one

high-level language statement will4e equivalent to several machine-level

instructions.

IMPACT PRINTING

This metIod makes a printed image -by striking the paper in some way,

usually involving a form of ribbon as in a standard typewriter. This

method cap use the dot-matrix character formation and sometimes use

predefineki fonts.as in.the typewriter or on bands or chains of characters

contained in some high:speed printers. This method is capable of

producing multiple copies at the same time by using' carbon paper or

something simllar.

INITIALIZE

To set up the starting conditions necessary in order to run a program. To

prepare a diskette or disk so that the computer can store data on it

later.

INPUT

Information entered into the computer.

INPUT DEVICE

A peripheral device that allows the user to enter information into the

computer, like a keyboard.

INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICE

.Abbreviated as I/O device, they are peripheral devices such as video

terminals that have both input and output components. An I/O device

consists of channels (wires or telephone lines) within the computer system

through which information,flows. It also includes all the devices at the

ends of wires or phones that originate or receive information. Some

common I/O devices are: card readers and,punches, paper tape readers and

punches, typewriter devices, CRT's, magnetic' tape, auxiliary disk systems,

and lineprinters.

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

A very small electronic circuit, that-usually consists of a ceramic body

1-5 cm. in length, learn. in width, and typically 2 or 3 mm. in

thickness, with 4-40 tai leads extending from it.

INTEGER BASIC

A,form of BASIC where. only whole numbers can be processed (decimal numbers

will not work).
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INTELLIGENT (DISK, TERMINAL, or OTHER PERIPHERAL)

A component that contains its own CPU so that it can execute instructions
without the host's CPU.

INTERFACE

The electronic and physicfl connection between various electrical and
electromechanical devices that allows the different devices to communicate
with each other. A serial interface transmits or accepts information one
bit at & time, whereas a parallel interface transmits or accepts
information one computer word at a time.

INTERPRETER

A computer language translator that translates and executes programs from
a high-level language into a machine language, one line at a time.

1/2

Input/Output.

K

An abbreviation for 1024 (210).

,KEYBOARD

A group of buttons on a pad used to input informatioh into a computer
system.

KEYPUNCH

A typewriter-like keyboard device that punches holes (which represent
data) in cards.

LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION

LISP

Abbreviated asx.I.SI, It refers to the tens of thousands of microscopic
electronic circuits that are crowded onto a square spice measuring less
than 1/8 inch on each side.

This is an acronym for List Processing, which is afwidely used programming
language in artificial intelligence research.

LISTING

The actual lines of instruction making up a program.



LOAD

Theentering 'of a program into the memory of the computer from some
peripheral storage devtce. It can also refer to the loading of a register
when a few bytes are transferred-from the main memory into the registers
of the central processor in an assembly language program.

LOGO ,

L.

The name for this program was coined by Wallace Feurzeig at Bolt Beranek
and Newman, Inc., and is derived from the Greek word,for *word" or
"thought'.

Refers. to the tens of thousands of microscopic electronic circuits that.
are crowded onto a square space measuring less than 1/8 inch on each side.

MACHINE LANGUAGE

The language that as*cific machine wasiluilt to understand, written as a
sequence of numbers:- This language is Jadediately obeyed 1y the hardware,
but is usually rather-inconvenient to use.
AP

MACHINE READABLE

Information is stored on a peripheral storage device so that it can be
recorded or played back to the computer.

MAGNETIC TAPE DRIVE

This is also called a tape transport, tape unit or tape deck, that'has ,a
reel of magnetic tape mounted to it for access undersprogram control. The
tape is used as both a form of memory and for I/O. It can be stored
conveniently away from the machine when it is put on a tape drive attached
to the computer.

MAIN MEMORY

A random access form of memory that is the primary resource for storage of
data and programs in a compUter. Main memory is a temporary stage space
in contemporary personal computers, and when the power is shut off, the
information is lost.

MARK SENSE CARD READER

This is an input device that can read cards which have information marked
by graphite Aencil.

132.
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MASS STORAGE

This technique keeps track of large amounts ef permanently available data
in a machine-readable form. It is slower i access than main memory, but
yields larger potential amounts of, data and permanent qualities: Mass
storage is provided by cassette tapes or floppy disks in most small
personal computers«

MEMORY/
This i also_called main memory, core memory, or main storage,. The memory
is the integrated circuits 'of.a computer on which the information can be
stored. This is directly accessible to the CPU. See random access memory
(RAM) and read only memory (ROM).

MENU

The list of files and programs on a disk or tape.

MICROCOMPUTER

It appeared around 1972 and is a very small computer with small
peripherals. The main differences between the microcomputer and its.
predecessor the minicomputer, are between their power, size and cost. The
microcomputer has a central processing unit .that is a microprocessor.

\, MINICOMPUTER _

O

This is a small low -cost. computer with its peripherals and system software
that can be used either as a batch terminal in.association with a large .

computer or as an independent machine. These appeared around 1965, and
were physically smaller than their predecessors, the mainframe computers.

MODEM

An abbrdvtation for modulator/demodulator, it allows communication between
computers over phone lines. It translates the commuter's digital signals
into audio signals and then back again for the receiving computer. An
acoustic coupler sends and receives its signals directly through the
mouthpiece and earpiece of the phone, whereas the direct-connect modems
send and receive through wire connections to the phone.

MODULATOR

An electronic black box that is used to translate the television output
signals of the computer into a standard radio frequency teleVision signal
which ,can then be fed into the antenna terninals_ota television tuned...to

the appropriate chinniT7-Usually on R.F. (radio frequency modulator).

MONITOR see cathod ray tube (CRT).

.1
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MOTHERBOARD

A printed circuit board that has slots for various other circuit boards to
be plugged into.- 4

NETWORKING

The sharing of resources or the communication between two computers. See

resource sharing networks, communications networks, and distributed
processing networks.

NUMERIC PAD

A keyboard for numeric input into a Computer.

OBJECT CODE

The machine language forp of a program is also called the object code of

the program, and can be 'directly loaded'int6 memory and executed since it

has already been translated from readable form to the internal

4ftwtexecutable form.

OCTAL

The base eight number system, with the digits.0, 1, 29 3, 4, 5, 6,'7.

Many .programmers prefer octal to hexadecimal notation, even though octal

is a natural notation of numbers only on machines whose "word size" ts"a

multiple'of 3 bits.
a..

ON-LINE

A term which. Usually refers to the location and connection of devices so

that they are immediately accessible to the CPU 'of. a computer: It also

connonly refers to information that is directly obtained through a
computer as opposed td a book, television, etc.

OPERATING SYSTEM

t
The-systems software (usually created by the manufacturer) that manages

's the computer and itsperipheral devices; This.allows the user to run

programs and to control the movement ,of information to and from the

computer memory and peripheral devices. See software. Several.

machine independent operating systems of personal computers also exist

that can be run on many different computers. These include the Microsoft

-forms of BASIC, a very traditional, large, computer-like operating system

called CP/M, and the interactive, Pascal language operating system called

MO.Fescal,

. OPERATOR

A symbol in a programming language that represents an operation to be

performed on one or more operands. For example, "±"(add), or

*"(multiply). Also the person who ryns-the computer.
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OPTICAL-SCANNER

An I/O device that reads clearly typed or printed information..

OUTPUT

Vie information reported by the CPU to any peripheral device. It is
. generally any data, leave the computer.

PARAIJ INTERFACE

This method plugs a peripheral device into a computer so that whole bytes
{or groups of bytes) of data are transferred at one time. Multiple wires
are therefore typically found in parallel interfaces. The parallel.
interface in a printer might include seven or eight data. wires from three
or five control wires. At the price of a more expensiveconnectoro a much
higher datatransmission rate results.

PASCAL

This compiled computer language is personal c ,uting's answer to the
elaborate, conventional languages of. COBOL, Algol and PL/i that are found.
on larger systems. It was invented by computer scientist Niklaus Wirth
(circa 1970) and was initially intended as an aid to teaching computgr
languages. It now has widespread use in computers of every size, from
Apple computers to the world's largest and fastest supercomputer, the
Cray-1. Pascal is the language selected, for the first computer science
Advanced Placement (AP) exam.

PASSWORD

PEEK.

This safety device is essential in'order to protect the privacy of "a
terminal user's programs. Password usage prevents interference by
unauthorized terminal usersl.either accidental or deliberate.

aAn
instruction in BASIC that enables the 'programmer. to look at, (peek at)

ny location in programmable memory. It is often used to scan the memory
locations which hold the information displayed on the video monitor in
order to-determine what is being displayed.

OERIPHERAL DEVICES

Devices that can send or receive data to and frim a computer. They
communicate with the central processing_unaindistore_data in accessible.

:-form by use of-keyboards, printers, disk drive, music synthesizers, etc.

PILOT fa

A high level language designed to make it easier for instructors to design
software.
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PINFEED

This is kl?tandardleature of many Computer Ointers that use'paper with
hotel along both edges in order to keep Multiple page printouts in correct

aliOment.

'PIXEL

The smallest available unit of output in a graphics display device that
can be controlled by the computer. In a dot matrix printer, the pixel is

4 one dot within the matrix. On a television display devise, th0 pixel is
one dot opt. the screen of the televisidn. Pixels can be, black, white or

colored, depending on the ,tipe,of screen used. 1

.

.
: v 41.

--

'PLATO

Plato is an acronyum for Pregtamqe4 Logic for Automated Teaching
Operattans. This computerbased educational system. originated at the
UniveftitY of IllinOts 1959. The s.Wein involves a very large computer.
w4th 4000 student termilWthat. can be located anywhere in the 4orld,
with each terminal consisting of-aRly-set and a plasma display devAce.,
The plasma diSplAydevtccfs made up of two sheets of glass surrOisndtfig

the plasma layer. When the gas is electronically excited, it lights up
-certain portions of the' glass, forming words, picturesrgraphIci, etc.
The glass is treated so that people can touch the screen to' make responses
with their fingers or a special pen.

POKE

This instruction in BASIC is used to place a value (poke) into any
location in, programmable memory and is often used in conjunction with.

PEEK.

rp

PORT

The secti00 a computer through which that the peripheral devices can

communicate.

PRINTER

'An output device that prints the characters on paper. A KSR or Keyboard

Send/Receive option can input as, well as output, data and converts the

printer into a terminal. The RO or Receive Only printer is more common

and cannot send data.

PROGRAM.
4.

The list of instructions that tells a computer to perform a given task or

tasks;
t
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PROGRAMER

A person who designs and wri es 'set of instructions for the computer.

PROGRAMMING

Programming is the designings-writing, inputting and testing of a'computer
program.

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE see computer language

PROTOCOL

A set of procedures or conventions used routinely betweimtlqpipment such
as terminals and cbmputers.

A

qUEUE-

A queue is a waiting line within the computer for use of a certain
component. These occur most often in a time- sharing or resource-sharing
system where several users need to ustthe same device.

41#

RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY.

RAM

The computer's general purpose memory that is sometimes called read/write
memory. RAM may be written to or read from by the Central Processing-
Unit. Information on RAM is usually volatile; that is, it disappears when
power to the - computer is turned off:

The coinputer's general purpose memory that is sometimes called read/write
memory: RAM may be written to or read from by the Central Processihg
Unit, Info ion on RAM. is usually volatile; that is, it disappears when .

power to the*,._, ter is turned off. t

READ ONLY MEMORY

,Abbreviated as ROM, It is a memory inewhichintegrated circuits are
programmed with special systems programs 44. a simple set of instructions
which' are stored once, usually by the manufacturer, and cannot be 'changed,
The data can be read from ROM to the CPU but cannot be written into.

RELIABILITY 1 - 4

The measure of frekuenc; of failure of the computer and other hardwa
4

I
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REMOTE ACCESS

Terminals-that are physically away from the central computer system (egg.,.
across town, or across campus) at *remote stations.

RESPONSE TIME

The time' Interval between the request fo0 A job to be.done and when the
user receives the results. This is also called turnaround time.

0.
RS 232 INTERFACE

A data communications Indust standard for the serial transmission of
data to a peripheral device, such as a printer, a_video"monit6r, a
plotte-, etc.

RUN

"SAVE

(t
The continuous perAirmance.of the lis of instructions in a given program

or procedure. It is also the command to run a progranIRUN). When a

tomputer is executing a prograi we say; it is being run.

U

To store a program on a peripheral storage device for later use. It is 44

also command..

SCROWNG

The movement of lines on a video display, vertically in such a way that
the top line disappears and a new bottom line comes into view at the

bottom of the screen., -

SERIAL INTERFACE

This interface between a computer and a peripheral device can be done over

as few as 3 wires.*It is usually slower than the equivalent
parallel-communications interface since each of the eight bits of a byte

must be funneled through one wire in each direction. See interface.

SIMULATIONS

Games and represintatidns of real -life situations. Simulations are,

feasible when real life equipment is too expensive or complex (e.g.,

cyclotron, nuclear reactor); measurement is impossible or disturbs the
system, (velocity of aLfalling_b00)1 exwrimental technique ruired is

-too complek (e.g., political promotion, science lab techniques)eq; time

scale is too long range fgenetic Studies, population dynamics, economic or

social predictions); real life situation is toa.dangerous (radiation from
't

atomic reaction, explosive or toxic substances); and finally, when a

problem requires extensive data collection and/or bookkeeping.
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SOFTWARE
4)

Computer programs that consist of a list of instructions that tell a
computer to perform a given task ,or tasks. There are two basic types of
software. Systems software enables the computer to carry out its basic
operations. Examples .tnclude operating systems, language interpreters, or
utility programs. Applicationswoftware consists of programs that
instruct,, the computer to perform various real-world tasks such as writing.
checks, playing chess, or testing students.

SOURCE PROGRAM

When a program is written by a human being, its source program is the
..hUmanly readable form seen on the terminal, The source ram gets

edited, changed and updated in the process of creating a grogram. The
translator program operates on the source language to produce the object
.code of the Machipe language.

STATEMENT
,

I,

The.single meaningful expression or instruction in a high-level language
such as FORTRAN, APL, or COBOL. ip .

STORAGE
..

. .
.

This is also kn as memory. Some typical forms of storing data for aowr
later time ate: gnetic disks, which are flat spinning dilsks with
magnetizable surfa es( magnetic drums, which hold more than II million
bytes and take about 2.5 millisecondssto.retrieve; and pUnched cards,
which. hold 80 letters or numbers.

STRING

A group of characters stored by their numeric codes that are used in
high-level languages such as BASIC.

TAPE DRIVE

A peripheral device for the storage of programs,and,other information ohto '
magnetic tape.

TAPES

An inexpensive mass storage medium which is convenient for large filbs or
archival storage. Data Is retrieved sequentially rather than randomly on.

. tape medium.

TEL

This is the art and practice-of sending computer (or verbal) messages
t ough, he" telephone network or viaxadio. In the field of personal
comp ng, it refers to thLuse of serial communications- techniques and
modems that allow messages tebe sent via telephone to other personal
computers or to -centralized information services.



TERMINAL .

An input/output device that is.intended for "the user to interact directly

with the machine. It consists of a keyboard through which the user can
send information to. the computers and a printer or display device through
which the comer can present information-to the the user.

.

THERMAL PRINTING

A 'method of scanning special heat-sensitive paper by moving,a printhead
which contains a dot matrixof electOonicblly controllable heated areas.
The heated zones are turned on if a dot image is to be recorded aS part of
the dot matrix represintation of a character during the paper scan.,,

TIMESHARING

A systAa where many users of a central processing unit obtain services for

short. intervals of time. This allows each user to run,a program while
others :are als0 using the system. The connections are wade through direct;
wires or modems 'and telephone wires.

TOUCH PANEL
4

A device that is sensitive to touch attached to the front of the terminal

Oisplay screen. It is used' to input information' at a particular screen

location.

TURTLE

A graphic representation of a computer-based robot that can be. moved
around the computer screen with commands such as FORWARD, BACK; RIGHT,

etc.

TURTLE GEOMETRY

A new mathematics-based on turtle movement that emphasizes transformationt _

in local space rather than relationships to a fixed global' reference
point.

TUTORIAL

CAI program which provides actual instruction instead of the telchers. The
computer "tells and asks" the student factsoand questions and the teacher
takes the role of consultant or resource person..

UPLOAD see distributed processing networks.

UTILITY PROGRAMS

The-systems software that allows the computer to perform certain biiic

functions like copying. the contents of one disk onto another.
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VARIABLE

A variable In a computer language can be thought of as a-memory location
into which a character or a number may be stored. It usually has a
symbolic name which is created by the person writing the program.

VIDEO TERMINAL

A terminal that uses a video display unit like a.monitor or CRT as its
output device. See cathod ray tube.

VOLATILE

-Information that, disappears from the memory of the computer when the power
is turned off.

WORD
a

A computer word can vary from 8-65 bits, but most'personal computer
manufacturert generally use an 8-bit Word. in the example 8-bit word, the
8 represents the number of bits processed and addressed at one time by the
central processor.

A
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RECOMMENDED SOFTWARE

Apple LOGO; LOGO Computer Systems, Inc.; Apple

Arithmetic 'Skills; Edmore; Apple
. 6

Astheometry Vol. 1; MECC; Apple

Bank Street Writer; Brodertunr1 Software; Apple IBM

Coloring Series. II; KOalawarer Apple (requires Koala Pad)

Cut & Paste; Electronic Arts; Apple

CyberLOGO; CybertronicsOpple

Decimals; Eduware; Apple

Early Games Fraction Factory; Counterpoint Software, Inc.

Early Games Match Maker; Counterpoint Software, Inc.; Apple, IBM

Early Games Music; Counterpoint.Software, Inc., Apple, IBM

Early Games Piece of Cake; Counterpoint Software, Inc.; Apple, IBM

Elementary Math Vol. 1; MECC; Apple

Elementary Science/MatWEISI; Apple

Elementary Social Studies Vol. 2; MECC; Apple

.Elementary Vol. 7 - Preready & County; MECC; Apple

Exploring.the PC; IBM Corporation; IBM

E-Z LOGO; MECC; Apple.

Jacemaker; Spinnaker; Apple, IBM

Homeward; Sierra On-Line; Apple, IBM

Hot Dog Stand; Survival Math Skills; Sunburst; Apple, IBM,

IBM Education. Demo; DM Corporation, ISM

IBM PC LOGO; IBM Corporation; IBM
'

Know Your Apple; MUse Software; Apple

Krell LOGO ;,Krell. Software Corporation; Apple

Letter Man; Behavioral Engineerini; Apple, IBM
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Magic slate: The Word Processor that Grotes With You; Troll
Micro; Apple

Math Gallery; Behavioral Engineering; Apple

Math Strategy; Behavioral Engineerimg;

Memory Plata; Troll Microcomputers; Apple

Memory:, The First Step in Problem Solving; SUnburst; IBM

'MicroDivision; Hayde0 Software; Apple

Micro MOtiplication; Hayden Software; Apple

Money! Moneyl; Opportunities for Learning; Apple

MoptownPiiade; The Learning Company, Apple

A Quizago,Counterpoint; Apple, IBM

Robot Proie: An Intro to Programming; EISI; TRS-80

Rockies Boots; The Learning Company; Apple
%

Snooper Troops; Spinnaker; Apple, IBM

Spelling Gallery:, Behavioral Engineering; pple

'Spelling Strategy; Behavioral Engineering; Apple

Sticky Bear ABC; Xerox; Apple, IBM

.Sticky Bear Numbers; Xerox; Apple, IBM

Sticky Bear Opposites; Xerox; Apple, IBM
Af.

Sticky Bear Scrapes; Xerox, Apple, IBM

. Story Tree; Scholastic; Apple

Thinking Skills; EISI; TRS-80

TRS -8O Color LOGO; Radio Shack; adio Shack

Typing Strategy; Behavioral Engineering; Apple

Using a Calendar; opportunities for Learning; Apple
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RECOMMENDED PERIODICALS

EDUCATIONAL,PERIODICALS:

ACM SIGCUE Bulletin;, Association' for Computing Machinery; P.O. Box 12015,
Church Street Station, NY 10249

AEDS Journal and-AEDS Monitor; Association for Educational Data Systems;
1201 Victeentfi Si.. NO, Washington, DC 20036

Classroom Computin Learning; Classroom Computer NewS;,5615 West Carmel
Road, Cicero, IL 30

C. iuter Education: Mrs. .P. Japkson, The Computer Education' Group; North
Sta fOrdshire Polytechnic Computer Center, Blackheath Lane, Stafford,
England

Courseware Quarterly ; Academic Computer Association; P.O. Box 27561,
Phoenix, AZ 85061

EDU; Educational Products Group, Digital Equipment Corporation, ML5t2/0140,
Kinard, MA 01754

Educational Computer Magailhe; P.O. Box 535, Cupertino, CA 95015

Educational Technology; 140.Sytvan Avenue, Engelwood Cliffs, NJ 07532

Electronic Education Eight; Electronic Communications, Inc., 1311 Executive-
Center brlve,Iallahassee, FL. 32301

Electronic Learningi Scholastic, Inc., 901 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood.
NJ 0763?

Instructional Innovator; AECT; 1126 Sixteenth Street, NW, Washingtbn,
D.C 20036

Interface: The Computer'Educatlon Quarterly; Stephen Mitchell, id.; 915
River Street, Santa Cruz, CA 95060

Journal of Computer-Based Instruction; ADCIS; 409 Miller Hall, Western
WashingtOn University, geningham, WA 98225

Journal of Computers in Mathematics & Science Teaching; P.O. Box 4455,
Austin TX 78765

Journal of Educational Technology Systems; Baywood Publishing.Company, Inc.,
120 Marine Street, Box a, Farmingdale, NY 11735

Microcomluters in Education; QUEUE, 5 Chapelifill Diive, Fairfield, CT-66432
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Recreational Computing; P.O. Box E, 1263 El Camino Real, Menlo Pirk,
CA 94025

The Computing Teacher; International Council for Computers in Education,
Department Computer and Information Science, University of Oregon,
Eugene, OR 97403

Teaching and Computers; P.O. Box 644, Lyndhurst, NJ 07071

The Computing Teacher; 1354ducation, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403

The Journal; p.p. sbx 992, Action, Mk01720f

TRS-30 Microconiputilg News; Tandy Corporation, Fort Worth, TX-76102

PERIODICALS:

A; Ziff Davis Publishing,' One Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016

BM; 70 Main Street, Peterbbrough, NH 03458'

Compute; Small Systems Services, Inc.; Greensboro, NC 27403

ComputerTownt USA!; People's Computer Company, P.O. Box E, Menlo Park,
CA 1408

11

reative Computing; Elizabeth Styles, ed., P.O. Box;789-M, Morristown., NJ

07960 0

CURSOR; P.O. Box 550, Goleta, CA 93017,

Family Computing; Schplastic, Inc. , 730 Broadway, New Yoq, NY 10003 0

InfoWorld; 530 Lytton Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94301

Microcomputing; 80 Pine Street, Peterborough, NH 03458

Nibble (Apple); P.O. Box 325; Lincoln, MA 01773

PC Word; Subscription Department, P.O. Bok 670,0, Bergenfield, NJ 07621

Personal Computing; P:O. Box 1408, Riverton .NJ 08077

On Computing; P.O. Box 307, Martinsville, NJ 08836

Popular Computing;, Byte Publications, Inc., P.O. Box 307, Martinsville NJ

08836

Purser's Magazine; P.O.' 000 446, El Dorado, CA 95623
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SIGCUE Bulletin; ACM, Inc., P.O. Box 12115, Church St. Station, NY 10249

SoftSide; P.O. Box 68, Milford,, NH.03055

Softta (for IBM, Apple); 7250 Laurel Canyon Blvd.,.Nol/h Hollywood, CA

SOftline; P.O. Box 60, North Hollywood, CA. 91603 '

Source
/
World; Source Telecomputing Corporation, 1516 Anderson Road, *Lean,

VA 22102

St. MAC; Softtalk Publishing, Inc.; 780 Laurel Canyon Blvd., North
AETTiiiiad, CA 91605

S
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RECOMMENDED BOOKS

A Dictionary of Computer Words. Robert Bly. Banbury'Books, Inc..' 3

A First Course in Computing. Arthur Luehrmann, Herbert Peckham, and Martha

Ranitrez. McGraw-HIM-I982.

A Practical Guide to Computers in Eaitation. Peter Coburn, Peter Kelman,
liancyltobert&, llamas Snyder, Daniel Watt, and Cheryl Weiner. Addison-Wesley,

198Z.'

Are You Computer Literate?. Karen Billings and David Mbursund.
Press. 1979:

Basic Computer. Games and More Basic Computer Game. David Ahl. .Creative

.Computing Press 1976. 197).

Basic Computer-Lite-racy Classroom Package. Radio Shack Education Division; !

B I Di coveries: A Problem-Solvin A roach to"Be innin Pro rammin
one any ac son. rea ve u cat ons.

Bits. 'n Bytes about Computing: A Computer. Literacy Prime. Rachel le S.

Weller and Dianne Martin. Carnotite Science. Press. 1' :2.

Calculators,, Computers and Elementary Education., David Mbursund. The Math

Learning Center. 1977.-

Computer .Careers: Where the Jobs'Are and Mow to Get Them. Editors of

Consumer Guide. :Fawcett alumbine Books.

Computer-ConsCiousnessi Surviving the Automated 80's. Domini H: Covvey.

Addison4esley Publiiking CoMpany. 1100.

"'Computer Crime. August Benquai. 1978.

Computer Education for Elementaq and Secondary Schools. Education Board of

the 4,74-dation for Computing Machfnery, 1981.

CoMputer 'Literacy: A Hands-On Approach. .A. Luehrmann and H. Peckham. \
'McGraw-Hill. 1982.

Computer Literacy: Introduction to MicrocoiliOuters. John Haugo. 1982.

'Computer Literacy: Issues and Directions for 1985. Robert Seidel, Ronald
Anderson, and Beverly Winter. IcadeMic Press. 1982.

Computer Literacy: Problem-Solving with Computers.. Carin Horn and James L.

Poirot. Sterling Swift Fubfishing Company. 1981.
a
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Computer Power: A Fir 4t Course in Using the Computer. Make Mosheil et a
McGraw-Hill, Gregg Division. 1e2.

Computer Power and Human Reason. J. Wgizenbaum WH. Freeman.-1976.

C uteronics Problem Solvin with C.,outers, 1978. Leon County Public
es ensaco a tree a a asses, FL 32304.coos,

Computer Poems.

Computer Rage.

Computers

.Coputers

Computers

Computers

Computers
Computing

Computers

Richard Bailey. Potagannissing Press. 1973.

Creative Comput4g Press:1980.

and Privacy. Biological Sciences Curriculum Study. 19BID;
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TEACHER INPUT Fogm.
(Exploratory Computer Literacy Curriculum Guide, Grades K-6)

.The Exploratory Computer Literacy CurriculUm Guide, Grades K- can be
improved by:

(Fill s) (Check One for each section)

Page(s)
Name of 'Add to Delete from - Modify the
of Section Sec. Section Section Section

a.

b.

c.

d.1

21[INy recommendptions aiv to do the following:

A
.

I am enc)osingbterials/activitiesiresloces that. have fotinduseiiil in ,

my classroom and that may be of ilterest others if included in the
resource section of '.the guide.

YES. NO

4. Name loptiOnal)

School -(optional)

PLEASE FOLD AND STAPLE TO .DISPLAY ,ADDRESS ON OPPOSITE SIDE AND NAIL

152 4.
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